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Short Term Credits
Boothby of Livermore
Falls Elected To Board
Of Auburn Association

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

A Finnish Coffee
North Warrm Commit
tee Nets $161 and Pre
sents Fine Program

Robert H. Boothby of Livermore
The Finnish Coffee held SaturdayPalls, a director of the Auburn pro night at White Oak Orange hall
duction credit association, repre- by the North Warren coffee commitsented that group last week at an tee was a success in every way, net
ting $16190 for Finnish Relief.
Winners of the prizes were Oscar
Holmberg. the radio; Lauri Meklin,
the massager; and Konsta Kelpinen,
the fowl.
Program numbers given were: The
speech by Rev. Alex Raltti of Friend
ship; vocal duet, "Smilin' Through."
by Raychel Emerson and Mrs. Nes
tor Salomakl; poems read by Mrs.
U. J. Laiho and Mrs. Juura; Finnish
song, by Mrs. Salomaki; instrumen’ tai numbers played by Mr. and Mrs.
i Roland Berry, violin and piano. “We
[ Shall Never Part Again,” by Rolfe.
, "The Flower Song" by Lange, and
l "Dear Land of Home” from Fln! landla. by Sibelius; song, "When
Mother Plays the Organ" by Willts
' Berry and Charles Berry; reading.
I by Mrs. Salomaki; and in closing
I community singing of “The StarSpangled Banner" and the Finnish
j National Anthem.
The committee expresses thanks to
all
who ln any way contributed to
Robert Boothby
Its success, especially White Oak
eight-state conference in Spring- Orange which donated the use of
field. Mass.; for recently elected the hall; those who took part ln
the program, those who attended,
rural credit leaders. Mr. Boothby,
and all who aided in the coffee
a prominent dairyman and potato
service.
grower, and active ln many farm
Members of this North Warren
organizations, was elected to the
| coffee committee are. Mr. and Mrs.
credit associations board for a
Matti Kolhonen, Mr. and Mrs.
three-vear term early this year.
Charles Helin. Mr. and Mrs. John
Operating as a rural credit co Kajander. Mr and Mrs. Juura.
operative. the Auburn association is HJalmar Lampinen. Mr. and Mrs.
one ol 34 production credit associa Oscar Holmberg. Mr. and Mrs
tions in New England. New York Henry lives, and Mr. and Mrs.
and New Jersey. It provides short Nestor Salomaki.
term credit for over 200 farmers in
this locality to grow crops, to buy
livestock, machinery and equipment,
or otherwise to operate their farms.
Some $146,000 of credit is being pro
Charles Maxey, Meter
vided to the group at the present
Reader, Traveled 100,000
time for those purposes. In the ]
Miles While On Duty
eight states, over 12.000 farmers are
members of the co-operative pro
Charles S. Maxcv of Glen Cove
duction credit system.
awoke at the usual hour this morn
Other members of the association, ing and instinctively reached for
in addition to Mr Boothby. are Dr. his flashlight
John A. Ness of Auburn, a dairy
But he might as well have re
man and crop farmer. William J mained abed and the flashlight was
Ricker of Turner, a potato grower no longer a necessity for last night
and crop farmer. Foster Jameson he completed 30 years' service with
of Waldoboro, a poultryman. and the Central Maine Power Com
Robert W. Pike of Cornish, a poul pany. and went on the retired list.
tryman, dairyman,
and apple
In the course of 28 years and six
grower.
months as a meter reader he walked
approximately 100.000 miles, to say
HER HOME PAPER
nothing of how many miles he rode
St. Petersburg. Fla . March 10. while serving as conductor on the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Rockland. Thomaston Sc Camden
We are receiving with Joy your Street Railway.
newsy and always superior paper.
He invaded hundreds of Knox
It is impossible for me, as presi County homes, and the efficient
dent for 19 years of the Woman's meter-reader was always greeted
Educational Club, not to feel a deep
with a smile and a pleasant word
thrill of pride when I note that your
Thousands of acquaintances will
March 9 issue, on its front page,
miss his monthly visits.
has articles on both Edna 8t. Vin
Mr. Maxey is succeeded by Dwight
cent Millay and Maxine Elliott, and
Lord,
son of Supt Charles E. Lord
to recall that lt was this club which
honored these gifted Jtockland-bom of Camden, and has achieved much
women by placing bronze tablets fame as a baseball and basketball
player.
upon their respective birthplaces.

A Good Man Retires

Man' Perry Rich.

Tlie ancient English game of
cricket was known in the 14th cen
tury. The flrst rules were made In
1774.

Speaking of rainfall, the wettest
place ln all the wide world is Cherra
Punjt a section of Assam. Asia,
where the mean average for such is
610 Inches a year.

ALTON HALL BLACKINGTON’S
FINEST LECTURE

TURQUOISE
TRAILS
Beautifully Illustrated

TUESDAY, MARCH 19
at 8.15 o'clock

COMMUNITY BUILWNC
The public is cordially invited.

No parent

should deny any child this splendid education

treat.

No parent or citizen should miss it

Elks Auspices

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, March 16, 1940

Tickets 25c, 50c
33-31

THREE CENTS A COPY

WINSLOW-HOLBROOK POST, A. L, HAS
CELEBRATION OF ITS 21ST BIRTHDAY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
ISomething
more
cents.
substantial than or
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
chids fell to the lot
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
of Winslow-Holbrook
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Post Thursday night,
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
while the 21st anni
was established ln 1855 and in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
versary of the American Legion was
being celebrated at the hall on
Limerock street. The heroine of the
(EDITORIAL]
occasion was the Auxiliary's capable
HAMPERED FIRE CARTS
president, Mrs. Orace Kirk, upon

Saturday
Issue

Volume 95

Number 33.

The Black Cat

The smiling and affable Legion
naire who was next introduced was
Paul Julllen of Waterville, who is a
leading if not the only candidate for
; department commander. He made
an excellent Impression in his brief
remarks.
Col. E. A. Robbins, editor and publisher of the Camden Herald, told of
the birth of the American Legion,
which he could do with thc voice of

Mayor Veazie Is of the opinion that there should be flre
sirens all along Main street, ln the congested business section.
He bases that belief on the frequent obstructions to the prog
ress of the flre apparatus. Many motorists do not hear the
Spring street siren, and are unaware that there is a flre until
the apparatus is upon them.
(By The Roving Reporter)

JOY DRIVING
(Boston Globe)
Ralpli W. Tyler, owner and op- | A commercial radio servloe in
erator of short wave radio station Friendship throws up its hands ln
W1RU of South Thomaston, boosts despair, figuratively speaking, at)
hls home town on his contact card. Its inability to make a set work
It reads:
properly ln the home of the owner
“Wessawskeag
River's
only while the selfsame apparatus func
amateur radio station at South tions perfectly when taken to tho
Thomaston. Maine, a little farming service shop. The editor of this pa
and fishing village of about 150 per. W. O. Puller, has a pet expres
populaUon located on the west bank sion when describing a condition
of Penobscot Bay, 180 miles N. E. such as the above: “The utter de
of Boston. "Wessaweskeag” (land pravity of inanimate things."
of many points) was Inhabited by |
Micmac and Abnakis Indians when I In Hancock County, where some
navigator George Weymouth, under of the women make thelr own dyes
the English Flag, sailed up the Pe to color thelr rug material, Kezle
nobscot River ln May, 1605 and an reports: “I had an interesting time
chored his little ship the "Archan coloring some with my poke-root
gel'' near Monhegan to explore the berries, that came from the South
majestically wooded and ferUle val early in the fall. I took a recipe
ley ln the shadow of the Camden from the old paper of 1923, and got
Mountains where wild fruit, game good resuts from my efforts. Thankq
fish and sparkling spring water to the chemist ln my famly, I set
abounded for the sea-parched | thc color beautifully, and had sevmouths of his faithful crew. Civili | eral shades when through. One
TOUGH ON THE SPRINGS
Here is the birthday cake, presented, along with a check for $100. to
zation has closed in on the shores day, while braiding, my colored
Winslow
Holbrook
Post,
by
its
faithful
Auxiliary
Thank-you-marms in a highway have often been provo
of Penobscot Bay because it’s an ' pieces gave out, with only a few
cative of profanity. Judge, then, of our surprise when we read
ideal place to live, but it sUU re Inches needed to finish. I took a
whom fell the pleasant duty of pre authority, as he was a member of
in the Boston Globe yesterday that Natick voters had appro
tains most of its primitive beauty. bottle of mercurochrome, made a
the
famous
Paris
caucus
and
hon

priated $50 “to put bumps in West street.” The cause does
senting. flrst. a birthday cake, a
Its
hundreds of spruce covered dye and finished my mat. Then I
ored with the chairmanship of an
not seem so unreasonable, however; the bumps are to be put
gorgeous affair decorated ln the
islands and the mountains rising needed some blue. The bottle of
Important
committee.
there for the purpose of slowing up traffic and insuring
national colors, and of sufficient size
from its shores look down on 6uch bluing made a blue dye; Juice of one
greater safety for the children.
natural beauty as is not surpassed lemon, and got the desired shade.
so that each of the 80 or more
C-L
Spwh
on our eastern shores, truly This Is Used salt and vinegar to set the
guests was awarded a slice. The
Three days ago it was suggested
color. Onc must be careful In using
cutting of the cake was expertly t0
that as r had attended as a Vacation-land."
DEWEY'S DEMOCRATIC FRIEND
acids to set colors. One teaspoon
and impartially done by Mrs Mil- delegate, the Caucus In Paris. March
Back ln the 90 s Joshua Wooster to one gallon of dye will bring good
President Roosevelt who so adeptly turns aside questions
dred Wallace, wife of Wlnslow-Hol- 15.16.,7 wl9, at which Ume and
brook Post's popular commander.
place the
was born and lived on North Main street. He results alter boiling the goods.
as to his third term intentions, ls now quoted as saying that
^Mrs. Kirk's second surprise came namfd ,hat „ would
|nterfsting was MonteUe Wooster's faUier and That Is the secret ln coloring any
Thomas E. Dewey can expect no better than the vice presi
during the after-dinner exercises lf I would give my observations of was, I have been told, a twin thing. and careful rinsing. I am
dential nomination from the Republican convention. It is
when she presented the Post with a that historical event. I dug out brother to my grandfather the late getting ready to try out mother’s
just barely possible that Franklin would prefer not to have
check for $100. also ln behalf of the
Dewey on the ticket at all.
from the barn loft, an old army Joseph Wooster, who lived at the old-fashioned dye-stuff — saffron
Auxiliary. Mrs. Kirk confessed that
and tree barks."
locker trunk which I had brought corner of North Main and Rock
she was gun-shy as to oratory and
land
streets
ln
a
house
on
the
site
back from Overseas. All I found
forgot some of the nice things she
One year ago: Owl's Head folk
POOR, HAPLESS FINLAND
which I could use for this occasion of the dwelling house built by
Intended to say—but “money talks"
were discussing gold mines, gold
Willis
I.
Ayer
30
odd
years
ago.
were a few notes as to committees
Not a pleasant picture—the one which shows an army of
and she got a great hand.
mines which once existed in their
which functioned at the Caucus Thus another “Joshua" enters the
100,000 Finnish men. women and children forsaking thelr own
Sitting on the sidelines was a
own town.—William M, Crockett,
picture.
and a memorandum inviting me to
homesteads in ceded territory to flnd new abodes on Fin
"buddy" who appeared to enjoy the
63, died ln Rockport —Dorinda Wil
land's “shrunken frontiers.' Approximately half a million
occasion Immensely, as he did the be present at thc Caucus as represon 83, died ln St. Oeorge —The Oov.
A professional rainmaker out in
persons are in the refuge centers suffering the bitterness of
State convention held in this city
Brann ferryboat was back ln tlie
Oregon proffered his services to
defeat, and wondering what the morrow will bring. Such is
some years ago when he manipulat
service between Lincolnville Beach
the
San
Diego
Chamber
of
Com

the lot of the loser in a land where humanity is a misnomer.
ed the steam calliope. His name was
and Islesboro.—Rorkland was meas
merce only to have them promptly
David Whitten and he hailed from
uring a 10-lnch snowfall.—Captain
and
emphatically
rejected.
San
the Old Town sector.
Diego hired a rainmaker ln 1916 Tra-S^and » members of Blue Borl
The Woman's Auxiliary of Wins
CONSCIENCE MONEY DE LUXE
and he operated so successfully |
att*nd*d
low-Holbrook Post knows several
that the section has hardly recov the State convention ln PortlandSome persons take their conscience seriously. The
other tricks besides making birth
ered from the flood which fol Purple finches and an albino robin
retired business man, for instance, who wrote Uncle Sam that
day cakes and presenting hundredwere reported by Ada C. Burpee.
lowed.
he owed the government $1200,000 and sent a check for
dollar checks, and one of these is
$300,000 to cover the flrst quarter. Maybe Uncle Sam could
the art of putting on a nice supper.
come closer to balancing his budget if there were more tax
Thursday night lt was a smothered
“It's been a long time since Bow YOUR FAVORITE POEM
dodgers with a conscience.
beef affair, good to the last mouth
doin had a new dorm." says the
If I had my life to live again I
ful. The Legion orchestra fur
Lewiston Journal. Some fiendish would bave made a rule to read eome
poetry and llaten to eome music at
nished enlivening music.
punster might add: "Dormant, so leaat once a week Tbe loea of theae
taatea la a loaa of happlneaa.—Chariae
Acting as master of ceremonies
to speak.'*
MESSENGER OR DIPLOMAT’
Darwin
Post Commander Albert Wallace
Believing that the European situation must be handled
THE EMERALD ISLE
told of the purpose of the gathering
The same folks who do not like
with gloves, thereby agreeing with almost every other level
Brightly figure thy shone upon his
and told of the important part the
to hear the frogs sing, or the sound
tory's pages
headed citizen. Representative Ralph O. Brewster voices the
Auxiliary has played in Legion
Where names dear to fame and to
of rain on the roof, probably do not
opinion that "regularly accredited diplomats" could handle
science long known.
achievements.
like to hear the shrill cries of the Like unaettlng stars through the lapse
the situation better than Sumner Welles. “If Ambassador
of long ages
A roll call of the past commanders
seagull. In my cars lt ls real music,
Prom the sea-girded Isle of Hibernia
Kennedy, ln London, and Ambassador Bullitt, in Paris, were
and past presidents showed a sur
have shone
because lt means spring close by.
not able to ‘see more and hear more and know more' than
Pair Island! Thy vales are embalmed
prisingly large number ln attend
Hats
oil
to
the
Lermond's
Cove
ln the story
Welles ln hls visit, 'then it is high time they were brought
Which history telleth of ages gone by,
ance and all were applauded im
colony.
When Oaalan a proud heroes strode on
home,' Brewster said in an address prepared for a church
Cel.
Ernest
A.
Robbins,
present
as
partially.
ward to glory,
men’s meeting. 'On the other hand,' he added, 'if the Welles'
And ocean’s wave answered thelr loud
Commander Wallace flrst intro a delegate In Paris when the Ameri
battle cry
During hls hrief stay ln the South
visit means something more than fact-finding it may prove
duced P. A. Winslow of The Cou can Legion was born.
The wild vine Ig creeping—the sham
Willis
I.
Ayer
seems
to
have
ab

rock
la closing
to bc another Pandora's box from which comes trouble with
rier-Gazette. who congratulated
Its foliage o'er many a dimly eeen
sorbed considerable of the Southern
out end. America may easily do far more than good by
pile—
Winslow-Holbrook Post upon be sentative from the unit which I was
nomenclature and inflexion. In a Where entombed on the fields of thelr
mixing up in the extremely difficult and delicate situation that
coming old enough to vote.
fame are reposing
then attached, namely IV Army
letter to The Black Cat he wants to
now prevails."
The proud, peerless chiefs of the
The boys (and girls) had a nice Corps Headquarters, Army of OcEmerald Isle.
know “where you-all get so much
hand for Paul Julllen of Water- CUpatlon, stationed near Coblenz
And ln far later years, with the pur
ln
the
paper
about
it
being
cold
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
$2000 a year.
est devotion,
vUle.
on the Rhine.
To the high cause of freedom full
down here? Al Oregory ls still
The Civil Service Commission an
Tool and Oauge Designer, $1800 a
"Winslow-Holbrook Post can well The memorandum came from a
many a son
wearing his Palm Beach suit and Of the green shorea of Erin, the Oero
be proud of Its accomplishments In g]-0Up oj officers who happened to
nounces open competitive examina year.
of
the Ocean.
B.V.D.’s after traveling all over
Fair evergreen laurels of glory has
at Ulat tlme ln Parls on dutyi
tions for the following positions,
Assistant Tool and Oauge De the past 21 years." said Mayor Edwon.
Florida,
Oeorgia
and
South
Caro

ward R. Veazie, “but Its best years among them being men who are
for filling vacancies in the Ordnance signer, $1620 a year.
Tho martyred O'Neil and the gallant
Fitzgerald
are ahead, and it will have many today prominent in the present day lina.'' Willis attended Rotary ln
Service. War Department, at the
On the bright Hat of glory forever
Charlotte,
N.
C.,
Wednesday,
as
tlie
Applications
wlll
be
received
un

shall stand.
more
opportunities.'*
Springfield Armory and the Waternews of this country or of their
circle Emmet, the eloquent
In presenting the check for $100 own States, such as Lieut. Col. Ben guest of Fred W. Glover, formerly And fame
town Arsenal, Massachusetts, and in til June 28, 1940, will be rated at
herald.
of
Rockland.
Who
wakened
the spirit and pride
the Navy Department, Naval Tor intervals, and certification made as Mrs. Kirk wished the Post many nett C. Clark, (now U. S. Senator
of hla land.
—o—
the needs of the service require. happy returns of the day, and as from Missouri), Lieut. Col. Theo
They are gone I They are gone I But
pedo Station. Newport R. I:
thelr memories that Unger
One hears stories often of dogs
Chief Tool and Die Designer. $2600 If sufficient ellglbles are obtained, the buddies saw that significant dore Roosevelt, Lieut. Col. Wm. J.
On thc shorea where they perished
traveling miles to get back to a
no wretch shall revUe,
the receipt of applications may be piece of paper fluttering in Com
a year.
Donovan, Major Frank D'Olier, beloved home, but one seldom hears No slave of a tyrant shall dare point
Principal Tool and Gauge De closed before the date stated above; mander Wallace's hands they shared
the finger
Capt. Ogden Mills; Major Francis such a cat tale. One did come to
Of scorn at those sons of the Emerald
In which case due notice will be fully In that sentiment.
signer. $2300 a year.
Isle.
R. Appleton, Major Erlsh Fisher the attention of our Warren cor
Referring to the fact that one of
Senior Tool and Oauge Designer, given.
Hibernia! Tho tyrants may seek to de
Wood; and 13 others.
respondent thc middle of this week,
grade thee.
the Legion's chief objectives is the
Yet proud aons of scienoe acknowl
It was this group of National however. It seems that a family
care of disabled veterans. Com
edge thelr birth
sea-glrdcd shores, whose high
mander Wallace introduced Col. Guard and Reserve Offlcers which who had gone away for a time had On thy
TICKETS NOW ON SALE FOR
has made thee
Malcolm Stoddard of the Veterans' conceived the Idea that the offlcers taken thelr pet to Wadoboro for The genius
Oem of the Ocean, the wonder
of
earth.
Administration Facilities at Togus. and men who were about to return safekeeping during their absence. Long, long has the halo of glory sur
rounded
“I came because I wanted to,” said to civil life after serving ln the The pet was missing from that Wal
The memory of Brian, the pride of
Col. Stoddard, who told of hls many war' whether with the combat units, doboro homc Friday last week, and
thy shore;
WHICH WILL PLAY AT THE
thy dim lakes and wide valleys
visits to Rockland, and hls many or *n
® ®- or a* home, might not seen again until Tuesday this And o'er
have sounded
n a v Tiir a Tnr FOR T,,E entire week.
pleasant
contacts
here,
the
flrst
of
sooner
or
later
be
united
In
one
The
hearttouchlng
strains of Carolan
week at the William Barrows home
i AKK 1 HLA 1 KL starting Sunday, March 24
and Moore.
which was with Commander Walter permanent nation-wide organlza- ln Warren. The feline had traveled O. soon
may
the
banners
of freedom
While these engagements are limited, “Gone With the Wind” will
wave o'er thee.
H. Butler. “During the past 21 Won, similar in general character the four miles from Waldoboro In
never be played anywhere except at advaned prices—at least
Oreen Island of Erin! May Liberty’s
years,” said Col. Stoddard, “we have to the Grand Army of the Republic order to get back to hls own home.
smile
until 1941.
To the luster of primitive ages restore
or
the
United
Confederate
Veterans
1 done much for the boys, but they
How he knew the direction ls a
Box Office in Lobby Open Daily—9.00 A. M. to 9.30 P. M.
thee.
I are now older, and need more help, and composed of all parties, all mystery, as he never travels far The Oem of the Ocean—the Emerald
TELEPHONE 409,
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS TAKEN

There are people who believe that Massachusetts
motorists are well Intentioned and good hearted but need to
have thetr road manners pointed up. There are occasions
when the driver, approaching an intersection where he intends
to turn to the right, first makes a wide swing to the left and
then turns right. At times this is something of a surprise to
the driver of the car behind. If it is too startling there is
property damage. Insurance against this is not compulsory
in the Commonwealth.
When a left turn is intended trouble from the car ahead
may be even more serious. If the driver swings to the right
and then quickly turns left it may be just ln time to receive
the impact of the automobile behind that has been steered to
pass on the theory that a right turn was to be accomplished
by the other car.
Life on the road would be less hazardous and much more
pleasant if the hand signals were used generally. Everybody
Is supposed tb know them. Now that the window by the
driver can be kept open it ls a good time to return to the hand
signal.
The average Maine motorist will calmly accept the appel
lation of “hick" when he has broken a traffic law, but when
he sees some of the things that Massachusetts drivers do his
hair will stand on his head as stiff and as straight as a
ramrod.

*6'

GONE WITH THE WIND

j We cannot rest on our oars.”

(Continued on Page Two)

Isis.

from hls Warren home.

—John Greenleaf

Whittier

Page Two
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Every-OtKer-Day

machine has been purchased in the
Home Economics department.
• • • •
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
A reunion of the Naval Reserves
Miss Rachel Kern of Bangor, a
(Continued from Page One)
i rectly must have broken at least
who served at the Rockland Train
senior at U. of M. arrived Mondav creeds, and all ranks, who would three gavels, and upset his table
The world turns aside to let
ing Station during the World War
i for two weeks of practice teaching wish to perpetuate the relationships
*hl>*
“>
•» any man pass who knows where
will he held at Hotel K<"imore. Bos
j
in
tlie
home
Economics
department.
However, the name we all know
he ls going David Starr Jordan
ton, March 28, and in connection
of
1 Her father is Prof. B C. Kent, formed while In Uie military servBy
with it there wiU be a banquet at
and of staying at Chi P i Ixxigc ; jjea(j Of ,jlp Department of Engln- I*1*1j American Legion". was finally adopRUTH WARD
wliile I was there. When I arrived eering Drafting at U. of M.
$2 a plate. Tlte affair is being ar
Every Division in the AiE.F. the I ted amid cheering, and as such the
there I did nol see anyone at the
ranged by Andy Bunton, and any
• • • •
Army of Occupation, the S OB. , name will go down into liistory as
train who kxgged as if they might
Tlie fortnightly meeting of the
In m,e National League matches eligible in tills section can leam
and independent units such as the I one of the things well done for
be there to meet me. so I went up to Home Ecnonniics Club was held
Thursday night, Siow's Shipyard further particulars by contacting
lst. and 2d Army Headquarters; America
Friday
morning
with
Ruth
Wotton
boy's won five points from the Good Mayor Veazie or H. R. Mullen.
the college and inquired my way
various Corps Headquarters, etc..
• • • •
At High School Audi
Golfers, taking the total by 75 pins 1
out to the fraternity house. I found and Lucille Connon. secretary and
was directed to send delagates to
Looking very much at home, Ad- Frank McKinney rolled an even 303 | Mrs. Susie Karl was hostess to
afterward tiiat there was a fellow I treasurer, in charge. Tlie program
torium Will Tell of Voy
the proposed Caucus. To make the i jutant Jnmes M Boyle of Waterville, for high total and 156 for high single, members of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
at the train to meet me. but for consisted of guessing games, nut Caucus a truly representative one! said hc also recalled the Paris
ages To the Arctic
Tlte Swift Co. boys surprised DU.V. circle Wednesday afternoon
some reason we did not make con varieties, cake questionaire, a kit
there should be at least one rep caucus—with “mingled emotions." themselves by rolling a nice 500 j and evening, serving a bountiful
chen
utensil
game,
and
piano
nections.
Commander Donald B. MacMillan
resentative to each 5.000 officers and lie referred to the St. Louis string to win the first string by 33 supper of dandelion greens and
Tlie lnterfraternity meet was selections.—Lucille Connon
teacher, scientist. author, explorer,
convention whieh he attended with pins, enough margin to take three other goodies. Present were Mrs.
and men.
....
held Friday afternoon and evening.
famous the world over and par
The Caucus convened at the five others front Maine.
A movie version of Scott's "The
points in a match with Armour's. Karl, Lina Carroll, Allie BlackingMonday morning the driving les- As soon as I got there one of the Lady of The lake.” kilts, clay American Club, near the Place de
ticularly well known to the Ameri
Winslow-Holbrook Past, accord
The second string was a tie. Ar- i ton, Maude Cables, Inez Packard,
can public tlirough his 30 years of sons started with Harry Thompson fraternity men took ine over to the mores. and all, was shown at thc la Concorde in Paris. March 15th. ing to "Jimmy," came very close to
mour’s taking the third by 51 pins. Jennie Pietroski, Lizzie French and
Arctic work, will speak in the Wal of tlie State Police as the instruc- gym where some of the events were assembly Tuesday morning Tills Lieut. Bennett C. Clark, of the 88th not having tlie distinction of being Ray Smith had 289 tor thc highest Eliza Plummer. Tlie afternoon was
doboro High School auditorium tor. Through llie courtesy of C. W already being held. While we were was one of tlie real old-time silent Division was elected chairman, and the No. I Post in Maine. Augusta's total, and Harold axeman’s 103 spent in sewing on the new patchHopkins Garage, tlie students have there Niles Perkins made a new pictures with dialogue taken di Lieut. Col T. W Miller of the 79th application was in the same mail,
Wednesday. April 3 at 8 o'clock.
work.
was high single.
Commander MacMillan's lecture a 1940 dual control car for training meet record in throwing the 3a rectly from the book printed on Division, vice chairman. Wlien the and taken up before Rockland's, but
Snow's (5|
"Beyond the Arctic Circle.' will be purposes. Those in tlie first group pound weight. Later, in the eve- tlie screen between the scenes. Tlie Caucus was called to order by as luck would liave it the Augusta
The Congregational quartet, Mrs.
Mills........................ 96 86 74-256
illustrated by moving pictures and are Harry Graves. Virginia Accardi. ning. he broke ihe American and movie was good, although as it Chairman Clark nearly 1.000 dele claim was deficient in some techni
Esther
Howard, Mrs. 'Nettie B.
89—260
slices, revealing to his audience Owen Alien. Alice Rackline. Bar worlds record, but as it was during lasted only half an hour, the story gates answered the roll call, and calities, so “No. I" became the desig- Crockett.................. 83 91
—260 Frost' Harold Givene and Charles
Oatcombe
................
87
83
91
facts and sights, unknown to many, bara Bodman. Mary Cross, Barbara an exhibition this mark is not was much abbreviated—Robert these were from all ranks from nation of Winslow-Holbrook Past.
05 82 91—368
Adjutant Boyle told of being called Willis.
concerning the customs of the Es Murray. Dorothy Cassidy. Victoria official. In the evening the more Brown.
private to brigadier-general. Every to many places, and paid a high McKinney.
03 106 191—300 Last Words' by Dubois. Oood Fri
tt• •
kimo. his origin, traditions, myths, Anastasia. William Buckminster. prominent events were held. Every
day in the Church. They will be
combat division from the A.EF.; compliment to Blue Hill Post, which
Tlie meeting of Troop 203 began the Army of Occupation and every , u doJn|? finp work v.uh lu 95 mpm
and religion, and showing particu Charles Libby. Albert Winchenbach. thing was very interesting, and of
451 447 446-13'.4 |
larly interesting pictures of the wild Patricia Allen, Beverly Bowden. course everybody was rooting wildly | at 7 p. in. Wednesday. We played section of the SOB. was represen
Gulf (•»
bers. He visited the Stonington
Paul Rackliffe. Robert Rogers. for his fraternity. I think that the basketball for a half hour which ted.
life of the North.
83 91 77—251 Mrs Corwin Olds, Chester Wyllie,
Host
when
it
burned
the
mortgage
Since serving with Rear Admiral Elizabeth Brcene. Marilyn Ramsdell most exciting event is the relay was followed by the patrol meet
The first matter of business was on its home.
Hallowell, .
81 77 70-223 Carlton Porter, Raymond Greene,
Robert E. Peary on his lasl polar Belva Robisliaw, Slyvia Hayes. race. It is very fast, lor each man ing. Then we had inspection ln a motion by Capt Odgen Mills, of
87 87 88-262 and Russell Carter. The service
Seavey
........
Speaking
cf
tlie
American
Leexpedition. Commander MacMillan Betty Beach. Ruth Packard. Fred runs only a short distance, but as whicli the Moose Patrol won. Tills G H Q. that four caucus committees I gion-s work Adjutant Boyle made Greeley, ...
7fl 104 77-257 will be at 7 30.
has sailed his own auxiliary schoon Small. Kathryn Dean, Kathleen there are four men to run. the whole was followed by test passing and be appointed to draft suggestions the cryptic remark: "We may have Danielson.
98 73 100-271
Wlien the new Masonic Temple
er Bowdoin through northern waters Dean. Dorothy KaUoch. and Ruth event lasts long enough so that any thc business meeting. Earlon Beal and submit them to the Caucus- a great deal more to do, and it mean';
for more than 50.000 miles. The Nichols. The first instructions con one can see what Is going on. In was voted into lhe troop. Mal one committee to formulate ma that our relations must be closely
432 412-1269
425
floor tenant will be the Central
Bowdoin. known to local people as sist of explaining the different parts many of the shorter dashes, taking colm Ingraham told a .story en chinery for convening a convention i cemented."
Swift (31
a Maine vessel, constructed in East of the automobile gear shift, steer- five or six seconds, it is almost titled “The Three Witches.” Fred in the Slates the following year: I
73
—
238
78
87
Oardner.
-----------------erick Young and Edward Harring
Boothbay in such a way that the ing wheel, clutch and brake pedals | impossible to decide who is ahead
97 83 78—258
committee to draw up a ten- i
i
ton from Troop, 304 were visitors. one
tative consiUuiion; one committee KOCklaild High WOll
pressure of ice on her sides lifts and then the students practice us,belore it is all over One event in
84 91—284
109
Leeman
Tlie Scouts' Gath. Law and cfieer
rather than crushes hen sheathed ing these. After instructions for' which I had a great personal in100
87 289
102
Smith
were given and the meeting was on permanent organization, and
This Time On the The
in greenheart against constant one month the students will be given j terest was the presentation by Chi
105
90
78
—373
another
to
present
a
name
for
the
adjourned —Charlie Seaman, Troop
Masons will have the entire second
grinding, and carrying shorter j a state examination for a driver's ; Psi of a cup in memory of my
atrical Stage—And Now
proposed organization. Each com
Scribe.
masfs and smaller sails than the I license and a second group will be- j cousin. Elmer Hutchinson of the
407-1342
500
435
• • e •
mittee was to consist of 15 members
“On To Bowdoin"
square feet of surface at their ulsaverage schooner of her size be gin the same training—Sylvia [class of 1935. to the outstanding
r (2
Proceeds from the Kippy Karnl and be appointed by the Chair
96 268
75
97
cause of Arctic storms. lias been Hayes
I sportsman of the track team.
Flagg
.....
val liave been announced by Prin
The proposed committees were
In the district one-act play con
• • • •
I
• • • •
75 87 99—261
taken into Uie North 11 times during
cipal Blaisdell: Juniors. $59 73; then appointed with the following
Beck .......
test at Belfast last niglit Rockland Thomas ...
Mcnday will be another busy day
Oliver Hamlin, senior, attended | At the interseholastic meet on freshmen.
$45 41;
sophomores.
73 91 Hi 247
fhe last 17 year.s.
named as their respective chair High School matched talents with
81-259
88 81
seniors; $37.96; Junior
C Brown
Cpmmander MacMillan ha.s just the annual town meeting at South Saturday afternoon the team1 were! $42 46.
men: •’Convention"; Brig. Oen. i
78 101 99 278
returned from a lecture tour Thomaston, his home town, and from high and preparatory zcnools High. $32.01: play, $245 46; ball, Sherburne, 26th Div.; “Constitu- j Brewer High. Waldoboro High and O Brown
inspection in the business session.
through the United States, and was brought back a comprehensive re-!in most of the New England states $38 25; entertainment. $60 45; a tion”; 'Lt. Col. Lemuel Bolles. [ Crosby High, emerging triumphant
Mrs. Martha Gower of Belfast,
411
435
458-1304
with
its
splendid
presentation
of
honored as the outstanding speaker port to Miss deRochemont s Prob- the only entry from Rockland was total of 561.72; general expenses (Washinton State “Permanent Or
ranking officer will be accompan•
•
of the year at such places as West lems of Democracy class, given Dai id Mazzeo. who did very well in $34. net $527.72. This is within ganization". Col. Donovan, 42d Div.; "The Perfect Gentleman."
The return match Thursday night t 'e<i
members of Emma White
Appearing in the cast of the
the thousand yard run. coming '.n $10 of the amount realized last
Point Academy, the Maryland Aca from his shorthand notes.
“Name'; Col. E. A. Robbins. IV
between the .Women All Stars and Barker Tent. Mrs Lina Carroll will
•
•
•
*
Rockland
production
were
Betty
third in the field. There were sev- year.
demy of Sciences, lhe Emma Wil
the Men All-Stars resulted in an-1 be active chairman of the beano
Army Corps Headquarters. I had
Beach, Victoria Anastasio. Ruth
Monday night in the High School eral records broken at this meet.
lard School, and Men's Clubs and
Helvi Laitinen has been stenogra been honored by being selected as Seabury. Perry Howard and Elmer other victory' for the men. up 54 party an dMrs. Blanche Shadie will
similar organizations throughout gym. Rockland Junior High finished I also
pher for Principal Blaisdell this its chairman. The members of my Havener. Tliey did full credit to
be hostess at the supper for the
on fhe total
its basketball season with as nice 1 Saturday morning one of the
the country.
,, .
. .. ,
, week, and Beverly Bowden has done'committee were: Col. Robbins, the expert instruction they have
The flrst string went to the worn- guests and members.
WOfk
chairman. Headquarters IV Army
Commander MacMillan's lecture a defeat as could be given at the freshmen took me around the camp-! lhe
en by 11 pins, the men winning thc j ,
-------received
from Submaster Allston
Ls sponsored hy the Waldoboro hands of Winslow. Trailing 23 to us. and also to one of his classes in
sv-nviin nail Arnold Fernald !. i, n«i
n un --------” "
2 at the end of the half the local English
Evenbodv was verv heloFr£ulklin CaU’ Arnold
Corps. Lt. Col. Ooodrich, GHO., Smitli. and were most enUiasiastic- next two by 36 and 28 Tlie scores j K.O. Brown of Pittsfield and Carl
Parent-Teacher AssociaUon.
2 at the ena ot tne nan. tne iocbi English. Lteryoodt was very help- HaroW Richards, Richard Har ring-3^ Dolan. aeth Division; Lt. Col.
ran lower than ln the flrst match Lawle.v, of Thorndike fought to a
boys settled down to hold and the fui and obliging. Although many ton
Woodman.
William Slpbbin.s m Armv Corps Head- ally received by an impartial audi- only three strings going over thc
round draw in Pittsfield Thursj ence. Contributing to Rockland's
game ended 31 to 12 in favor of the of the men who live at the house RokesRaymond Kennedy and Rus
quarters; Sgt. H. E. Fleming. 35th fUccess was thp w<Jrk of
slagp century mark. Albert McCarty and i day night in the main bout before a
visitors. Because of the fact that aere crowded out of their rooms. SPuKaler have been office boys,
Division: Major E. S. Haile 77th managers. John Guptill. Edwin ! Lanscom Miller rolling 104. and large crowd. Lawless was knocked
• • • •
Strong attractions headline both at Winslow the 9th or freshman year nobody seemed at all concerned
Charles T O. Molntosh 101.
down in the fifth round and dragged
the study <4[Division; Col. Gibbs. SOB.; Sgi.jjonPa ajaci Christy Adams
local theatres for the weeks open-: is included in Junior High, their ..bout lt. I was very much impressed
In connection with —
.
v„.nr
Rum • Tlie next event takes place next to his corner after the bell sound
_—
___ ■ *beautiful
___ .I, . Carole
— • , team was aalmost
imAcr on,,
—.,' made
Hi'-.,..* up
ill i i...
iaa oaa
iimix iCaesar.
nnm csluu
.ii iima
»■
At **
the
Strand
entirely
by the (nn,
fact lhat -.A
no ama
one «who
goes. .1J-thus
Sulo iia
Salo
has made/
.
set C E Sommers ■ The
, cast retUTned
, ■ , fromh Belfast
will be the ed. but liad a sufficient margin in
of freshmen, thus giving them a t0 Bowdoin can understand why
octagonal wood model,
®th Division Sgt C. F Sonumrs. gratified wtth its victory and proud- week, when the winners
at a steak sup- the earlier rounds to earn a draw.
Lombard and Brian Aheme are
guests
of
the
losers
mast decided advantage in height, anybody would even consider any of an Elizabethan theatre. This,Pans Command; Major D. D Drain. ly bearing a certificate for "excel
drawn together by mutual interest
per The scores:
In a four-round semi-final. Crack
was exhibited by Mr. Smith when 3rd Army Headquarters; Sgt. G. F ' fence in drama” awarded by the
for a child patient in "Vigil in the ability and basketball knowledge, other school —Robert Brown
The Villains
er Favreau. Rockland, won a deFleming.
Parts
Command;
Lt.
MarNational
Thespian
Dramatic
Sohe spoke mwmx
before. the Shakespeare
SoNight" picturized from Dr. A. J. I However. It must be said that their
....
ou
90 83 95—274 '
Oatcombe
koe, 2d Army Headquarters; Major ' pfety.
Cronin's celebrated novel for Sun- leam was smooth to the nth de-! The eighth period French class cie'-v on Monday, of this week.
80 80 82—242 j
Flanagan . ..
Dwight, SOS.; Sgt. Barnard. Paris
Next comes 'he State contest at
gree. playing exceptional basketball enjoyed a special program on Thurs- 1 A piu Parker program entitled
80 104 81—265 ;
McCarty
...........
day. Monday and Tuesday.
Command.
Bowdoin College April 20, an event
82 104 95- 281 I
Miller
...
At the Park comes Universals whenever they exerted themselves. [ day when they had as their guest ..wings chfr America" was prefour-round preliminary. Butch
It was interesting to note that which Ls being awaited by the Rock75 81 101-260
“Zanzibar * on Sunday and Mon Our boys worked hard, and dur- Mrs. Victor Le Oloahec who read sented at a special assembly Tues- the personnel of all these com-' land Thespians with an inspired de- Mclntoah
day. featuring Henry Victor and ing the second lialf gave a fine ex- j0 them in French a very amusing day afternoon. As the speaker, Mr. mittees the names were varied, there giro of confidence.
♦37 461 454-1322
After this Mrs L. Haitsma .has for i2 years been vo-!
O^an and
Lola Lane in a thrilling tale of the hibition of defensive basketball short play
The Fair Maidens
There are approximately 230.080
Their shooting was way off. and Oloahec wa.s besieged with all sort, cationai adviser and lecturer for
as wpll as i„giish extractropics.
Crouse .................. 63 79 77-219 traffic signs on Texas highways.
though they shot many times in1 of questions about France where high schools and colleges on aircraft liQn
represented the first
E. Willis ...... ........ 90 88 93—271
the closing periods they scored but ,1m> lived until coming to our coun- as a vocation and has written text
GOOD W ILL GRANGE
"bubbles' of the melting-pot out of
90 76 73- 242
V. WtllLs
a small number of points.
try three years ago Her answers books and articles on it he is verv
Rockland Boy Wins a
which was to come the one word—
Good Will Grange of South War
78 84 84 -246
| McIntosh
WeU. we have had a fine season. were most entertaining and the -*ell qualified as a speaker on this
"Comrade".
ren featured a parade at its meeting
Prize
Fight
and
Collects
98 95—293
97
i Ward
We have another banner to dis members of the class are looking subject. In these years he lias travFor a Limited Time Only
There seemed to be two outstand
Thursday. There were 18 contest
play in the gym, we have a flne forward already to another visit.
Additional $100
eled a distance equivalent to 12
ing features of the Paris caucus.
ants and the prize for the best cos
418
425
425-1268
record and we had lots of fun.
• • • •
! times around the earth
at thc
The flrst was to get together and
tume went to Charles Pease, a visi
From the Southland comes word i ===
Tuesday niglit the Junior boys equator. In telling of the vocaThat's all the things we asked for.
form an organization as quickly which will greatly please the r d- technical knockout victory for
tor from Warttn Grange. Tlie pro
So we say at the close of the season. defeated Seniors 25 to 19 for the tional aspects of aviation he ex
gram was voluntary and provided by
as possible, and a willingness, to mirers of Butch Wooster, the Rock- ( Georgi. Wooster weighted 179 and j
“Nice going. Jr. High, you looked , class championship, The Junior plained the training and qualifies
the contestants and consisted of
forego personal prejudice and land pugilist. Butch not only k.o. d Georgi 171.
1
stars
were
EUis.
Chapies
and
Kai-1
tions
necessary
for
service
in
the
good to usl"
readings, recitations, instrumental
opinion to arrive at that end. Sec his Los Angeles opponent. Pietri
The Florida newspaper's photog-1
loch. For the losers, Huntley was ' different branches of work.
and vocal music and an amusing skit
The league debates of the Rock-[great in c&eat.
Other interesting points were con- ondly: a determination to make the Georgi. but tucked away in his jeans rapher was on the job and a picture
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
"Milly and Tilly visit New York? ,
u
u
! cerned with the importance of air- man who didn't get overseas as a hundred-dollar banknote put up of the knockout Ls shown.
ness—for srhool—for typewriter.
A small fine was levied on those land Hl8h Sch00‘ Dedal,.n« ?lub
Seniors 19
Pls planes in world affairs, recent de- much a component part of the pro by the American Legion as an extra
are scheduled for next Friday. June
q
F
not in castume and will be used by
Metropolitan Opera Ls appealing
4 vclopments and future trends, and posed organization a.s wa.s his more purse. The Palm Beach iFla.i Post
2
the lecturer to provide material for Chatto and Emest Dondis. the nega- Mazzeo. rf............. 1
fortunate brother.
told the story in this fashion.
q
the
importance
of
weather
in
flying.
for
a dollar apiece from a million
0
a future program. Visitors were ,ive leiwn' debate Porlland High SuUivan. rf
0
FOR 590 SHEET PACKAGE
• • • •
With the committee on a “name"
0 This last is a veritable science an.l
Saturday listeners. That comes
0
present from Warren, White Oak. S0*1001 at Portland. South Portland spinney. If
.0
Hundred
dollar
punches
flew
there
was
a
great
deal
of
discus

g provides employment for many men.
We Do Not Break Packages
out at about a half-cent donation
1
Highland and Weymouth Granges. ('ebales Dorothy Peterson and Lil-Huntley, c ........
4
4 The whole lecture was illustrated by sion. All sorts of titles being sug through the air with reckless aban for each of the performances avail
Mail
Orders Filled—15e Extra
0
Lunch wgs served after the meeting. lian Savage, the affirmative team AUen. rg ..............
2
,, very finc natural color slides, some gested among them being the fol don la.st night in the American Le able to the radio public since the
at Rockland —Ernest Dondis
Glover, lg .............. I
0
of the best of them being of the lowing: "Comrades of the Great gion Arena, and the last one rang broadcast started. It's a modest
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
China Clippers, and at the end Mr. War ", "Veterans of the Great War", the cash register for Butch Wooster, recompense for the greatest music
Tliis evening Mrs. Crosby Ludwick
19
a
ROCKLAND, MAINE
CTTY OF ROCKLAND
Haitsma showed several very strik "Liberty League," "Army of the the Rockland, Me., walloper who of its kind in the world.
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes. is entertaining at lier liome on
Juniors
25
ing and beautiful pictures of cloud Oreat War". "Legion of the Great pocketed thc Legion's century note
of tbe City of Rockland, hereby give
,___
, ,v
notice to the Inhabitants of said City Main street in honor of the pracPts. formations and sunsets which he
F
O
War", “Great War Legion", "The as an extra purse for knocking out
and other persons having Taxable Pre- tjcp teachers, Alin Cleveland. Mary ' Pietroski rf .......... 0
2
2 lias taken at different places. After Legion",
erty within satd Ctty. to make and
r-tcvrusa.1. ii
American Comrades of Pietri Georgi.
bring ln to said Assessors true and per- Gozonski, and Rachel Kent. Other ] Kalloch, rf ..........
'i
2
1
Uie assembly there was an open jthe Great War', "The American
The scheduled 12-round main
«ut«8lreatf iSd'p^na^m’ wming guests are Mrs. Blaisdell. Mrs. Cum- [ Euis. if'..
2
1
5 meeting in which those who were (Legion
pwe
event battle ended in L.04 of the
tsClS,a^“
Mrs' Bowden' MlRS Stahl., Emerson. If ........... 1
0
interested could talk with Mr.
After much consideration and ar fourth canto, with Georgi sprawled
Trustee or otherwise (except as Ls by Miss deRochemont, Mrs. Spear, Mrs. Harrington, c
3
0
Haitsma and ask any questions they gument the committee decided to ingloriously on the ropes, trying to
law exempt from taxation) which they
,fr.. r,„„
„
were possessor of on the first day of Robinson, Mrs. Cleo Hopkins, Miss | Brewer, c
0
0
might have.—Robert Brown.
present to the Caucus, for its ap get up for the fifth time in the
Aprp, two. and to be prepared to Make Adelaide Crass. Miss Lawrv Mrs. Call, rg ..........
0
0
Oath to the truth of the same
.
proval or disapproval three names: bout.
And they are particularly requested Rogers and Mrs. Smith.
o
Moulaison. rg
0
“The American Legion', “Com
The two meant business from the
to notify the Assessors of the name,
• a • <
I Chapies. lg
3
1
of aU persons of whom they have
rades of the Great War", and "Vet- start, and both got in some good
bought or to whom they have sold tax-, The Junior girls played a picked Rossnagle. lg .......
0
1
able property since thc first day of
a,
j
r,
,
. —v.
I erans of the Great War," especially blows while it lasted. Wooster start
April. 1M9
UP team Tuesday after school. They
ed it off by rocking the (Los Angeles
reiommending the first.
And lor the purpose of Receiving were scheduled to play the Senior
10
5
said lists and making transfers of all
, . . For Easter Shopping Presentation of these names battler in the flrst round with a
property bought or sold, the under- girls but the game was forfeited,
... To Pay Old Bills
signed will be ln session at the Asses-r.
brought forth a hot discussion on left to the head, then Wooster had
sors’ Room. No. 7. ctty BuUdlng, from Juniors. Anna Btlle Staples, n,
In connection with the Morse —quickly, privately, without embarrass
the floor of the Convention. One to grab to stay on under a barrage
nine to twelve o'clock in the forenoon. jjary Anastasio. If; Doris Gatti. c; code of telegraphy. Richard Sim ment
No co signers necessary.
No
and from two to five o'clock In the
wage assignment. Employer or friends discussion between a private and a of punches, but rallied to floor
afternoon of each day.
.Ruth Hammond, lg; Eleanor Porter. mons borrowed Earlon Beal's Post not notified
colonel being especially heated, the Georgi, who took a nine count on
MONDay^tl’Esday ^WEtCv'ESDAY. [j-g; Lucy Thompson, sc. Picked up al Telegraph Junior Tri-Signet set
PICK YOL'R OWN PAYMENTS
private declaring the name "Ameri one knee.
and
demonstrated
the
code
for
the
Special Notice to Executors. Ad- t,>ahi. Doris Weymouth, lf, BarCash
Monthly payments including can Legion" was as he iput it. a
The second round was all Georminlstrators. Trustees or Guardians bara Bodman, rf; Margaret John- alphabet, punctuation, and num
ALL charges for:
t-o
i'ne statute provides that you must
12 mos.
You
5 mos.
20 mos. "silk-stocking" name.
gi
s, his solid blows sending the
bring in to the Board of Assessors a son, If; Mary' Wotton, lg; Dorothy bers with ticker, buzz and lights, in
It must not be understood from Maine lad to the defensive, but the
true and perfect list of all taxable p,.
I urille Qu-nenev sc
• THC TRUCK OP VAIUI•
$10.92
$5 02
property In your possession to date of "tier.son, lg. Lucille aweeney, sc, Junior Business Training Wed $50
1005
21 84
100
$6.72 what you may gather from these picture changed in the third, with
April l, 1940, otherwise it win be taxed Kathleen Blackman, sc.
nesday.
:i2 75
1507
Thia teat leavea no doubt about
150
10 08
match a GMC against any other
as the statute provides, and any per...
,
,
43.61
2010
200
13 40 few dry notes of mine that the Georgi taking a right on the jaw
• • • •
which light-duty truck ia moat
truck of equal power on a meassonal examination
ofproperty by the
The Junior girls were ahead at
29 90
300
65 22
19.90
Paris Caucus was an entirely sedate and going down for nine.
Assessors wlU not
beconsidered as a ,,
_ . f th h lf hll, th
One hundred thirty-nine sopho
economical on gasoline!
We’ll
ured-gas-mileage comparison over
waiver of neglect
of any person ln tne ena 01 me nau ou'' tae P‘Ck-up
II you can afford the small repayments
He did the same thing to oppn
your routes with your loads. It
bringing In true and perfect list as team caught up with them, the mores are preparing their decla shown above you should not hesitate and dignified gathering. On the con
required by law.
i
...
..
. ,.
will pay you to investigate GMC
mations for the semi-final Sopho to write or phone us for a loan at once. trary there were many wild speech the fourth, getting up at nine and
Any person wbo neglects to comply game ending with a tie score of 14before you buy another truck.
Ask for Mr. Rielly
,
es. And I might add some excellent immediately dropping again for a
with this nbtlce win be doomed to a
Tll(. coach for the juniors was more Prize Speaking Contest. This
tax according to the laws oi the State
Is part of the public speaking
count
of
eight.
The
next
time
Tims paymentt through our own YMAC
ones too.
and be barred of the right to make ap- Gerry Norton, and for the pick up
PERSONAL
course given by Mr. Smith and re
Plan ot lowest ovailoble ralos
plication either to the Assessors or .
_
...
.
There were however, some lively Wooster met him with a one-two
County Commissioners for any Abate- team, Lucille Melvin. Referees were
FINANCE CO.
quired of all sophomores.
to
the
jaw
Georgi
didn
’
t
get
up,
minutes
at
times.
Everybody
want

ment of Taxes, unless such person off. McConchie and D. Small.—Anna2nd Floor
kresge Bldg.
Room 201
• • • •
ers such list with hls application and
ed to talk. One must remember that until after Referee Billy Shell had
241 Water Street
satisfies the Assessors that he was un- belle Staples.
The Second Year Home Eco
MUNSEY AUTO SALES, 21 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
able tb offer It at the time appointed.
....
Tel. 1155
Augusta, Me. this was the flrst opportunity these tolled the count.
nomics girls have just completed
A J. BIRD, Chairman
small Loan Statute Ucense No. I
It was the second meeting of the
men had had to do so since they
TYLER M COOMBS
Friday and Saturday of la.st week a unit on Aits and Crafts.
Charges 3% on unpa' 1 Monthly Balance
WILLIS I. AYER.
_
.
,..
up to $150. 2',j% Monthly on Balances got into the Army on April 6. 1917. two with the knockout purse at
• • • «
Assessors of Rockland. I had the privilege of attending the
above.
Chairman Clark if I remember cor- stake. The first bout ended in a
Rockland, Maine, March 1, 19433,8.39 interfraternity and Interseholastic
A new electric Singer sewing
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WtNSLOW-HOLBROOK BIRTHDAY PARTY

The Community
Bowling
League

TALK OF THE TOWN

Explorer MacMillan
Coining To Waldoboro

J Ui«*k W/xn

At Strand And Park

Hooray For Butch!

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Only 37c
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TALK OF THE TOWN

WHEN BREATHING STOPS”

A BRIDGE OF HONOR

Rockland’s Resuscitator Carnival April
4-5 Will Provide Emergency Equipment

Rockland Sea Scouts Present Unique and
Delightful Program At Lions Ladies’ Night

Page Three

l(H U RCH Effi
SERMONETTF.

Rockland's new resuscitator was
demonstrated last night at Com
munity Building. Possibly that
statement should be modified to
state that the resuscitator-lnhalator

mittee fondly hopes will bc one of
Wednesday night one of the most I What we are enthusiastic about
the most thoroughly enjoyable two- enjoyable social events of the winter j never bores us. And that spirit is
day shows in local history. The was ushered over the gang plank of contagious. Its influence upon oth
most popular and successful features the Sea Scout Ship Red Jacket. Th ) ers is immeasurable. And after all.
of all public entertainments of the Rockland Lion’s Club was host to a good work like yours—that
past decade will be incorporated 115 Lions' Ladies, Sea Scouts, and touches the lives of others, Ls all
guests. The combined annua! Ladies’ important. Life's chief joy is doing
into thc resuscitator carnival.
There will be a giant midway in Night of the Lion's Club, and the for others. Not what we have done
the huge auditorium with food con Sea Scout Bridge of Honor took for ourselves, but what we give
March 17 -Palm Sunday.
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
cessions etc., all the booths con place at Thc Thorndike Hotel away. That's Happiness. And those
March 18 Rockport—Town meeting.
March 18—Union—Schools re open.
cessions and games will be operated amidst nautical decorations and the things you give away arc not dol
March 18—Warren—School re-open.
entirely by local men and women, land ship Red Jacket which was lars and cents—They are a contaglMarch 18 Democratic city caucus at
the City Building
all serving without pay. all striving erected by the Sea Scouts. A con-I ous spirit, a thoughtfulness of othMarch 18 —Rockport— Concert and
plavs bv High School Band, and Dra
to secure for this community a re genial crowd enjoyed the excellent ers, an eagerness to do your job
matic Club at Town hall
suscitator so much needed for the dinner, and singing between courses well.
March 19—“Turquoise Trails" lecture
by Alton Hall Blackington at Com
"That attitude sets a good ex
public good. Every cents worth of was led by Bob Oregory. A quartei
munity Building
March 20-21 Annual conference of
merchandise used as prizes or in of Camden Lions added greatly to ample, It chases gloom away. It
Maine D.A.R. In Augusta.
•the carnival in any way will be the musical entertainment, a.s did leaves in its wake a feeling of cour
March 21—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League.
age and well being. It is all that
purchased from local merchants. the selections of Ernest Munro.
March 22—Oood Friday.
After dinner the tables were jls 8«>d in Ufe—and you boys have
March 24- Easter Sunday.
Not a penny in the whole affair will
March 24 Warren Easter pageant.
be wasted or will go for any pur cleared away and the scouts set up . *’ ’
“Joseph of Arlmathea" at Baptist
Church
pose except toward the purchase of their land ship. Crews were piped
March 24_Cantata "The Resurrec
Apprentice Badges were presented
tion
at Pratt Memorial Methodist
this machine. No food booths as aboard by the bosn, and the guests
Church.
to
Christy Adams. William (Bick
viewed
the
formal
color
ceremony
such will be sold out of deference
March 24—Rockport—Pageant "He ls
nell. Douglas Cooper, Henry Moor
Risen" at Baptist Church.
as
tlte
flag
was
raised.
Skipper
Tom
to
the
forth
coming
1941
Community
March 25—Owls Head—Town meeting.
David Newcomb, Robert
March 25 Vinalhaven-Senior class
Food Fair. There will be plenty of Sweeney was piped aboard and in lan,
play “M'llss".
Smalley,
Arthur Sullivan, James
spected
the
ship
and
crew.
fun and free gifts. Beano of course
March 26—Kiwanis Charity Ball at
Thomas. Edward Williamson. Charles
Community Building
The
more
serious
part
of
tlie
eve

will
be
a
feature.
March 27—Democratic State Conven
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
I Last night's demonstration was ning was then run off. Tliis was the Weed, and Guido Fiore.
March 29—Public concert by Rubin
conducted in the tower room by Bridge of Honor conducted by Com Ordinary Seaman awards were
stein Club at Congregational Church.
March 29—Camden—Concert by High
Thane Mclnnes of Boston, a fac modore Lewis S. Johnson of Au made to Miles Sawyer, Milton Ro
School at Opera House.
April 3—Waldoboro Lecture by Com
tory expert from headquarters in gusta, King Lion Gene Stoddard, barts, Dudley Harvey, and Richard
mander Donald B. MacMillan at High
Spear; lst Class Scout, Charles
School auditorium
Boston. He complimented Chief chairman of the Ship Committee,
April 4 <19 a. m.| Republican State
Weed; Star Scout. Milton Robarts;
Frederic IE Bird, progressive Russell on hts progressiveness ln AUston E. Smith, and Field Execu
Convention ln City liall Portland.
April 4 <12 m i-Second District Re general chairman of Rockland's Re- seeking the machine which ls so tive WiUis J. Furtwengler of Aben Life Scout, Richard Spear.
publican Convention In City hall, Port
Dudley Harvey was awarded the
suseitator-Carnival wliich will be new that only three demonstrations aki Council of Boy Scouts of Ameri
April 4-5—RFD. Resuscitator Pund
Bugler s Badge, and Edward Wil
ca.
This
party
was
piped
aboard
have been given in Maine. One of
held April 4e5.
Pair at Community Building.
liamson the Yeoman's Badge. Ad
April 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
the machines was delivered yester ship by the bos'n and conducted to
with Weymouth Orango. Thomaston.
ditional awards were Merit Badges
April 10-15—Maine Methodist Con which will be purchased from the day to the Augusta fire department. seats on the quarter deck.
in Reading to D. Cooper, D. Harvey,
ference ln Auburn.
Commodore
Johnson
opened
the
proceeds of the April 4-5 carnival- Mr. Mclnnes mentioned In passing
M. Robarts, and R. Smalley; Merit
ceremony
with
hi9
remarks
ad

the
interesting
fact
that
last
winter
joy fest at Community Building was
Badges in Carpentry to D. Cooper
demonstrated. The apparatus de the machine stood all night out of dressed principally to the Sea
and R. Smalley; Merit Badges in
The most versatile month in all j
Scouts.
lighted the committee and its proven doors in his automobile with the
Personal Health to D. Cooper and
year is March, and one never knows
M
thpm
enthusl.
* • • •
thermometer at 22 below zero and
R. Smalley and Merit Badge in
what to expect from it. Yesterday
asm for their public spirited task of operated as usual when tried in
Commodore Lewis 3. Johnson
was given a touch of its eccentricity
Public Health to D. Cooper.
the morning. The machine will of said in part:
raising the necessary funds.
when it snowed ail the forenoon—
Short speeches were made by Mr.
The great resuscitator carnival course be demonstrated at the car
“I wonder if you realize the splen
beautiful snow like you used to see
Furtwengler, and King Lion Stod
will use the auditorium, beano room nival and there will also be an did project the Lion's Club has
in the draymers at Farwell Opera
dard, Mr. Stoddard presented the
_
.
.. ,U! .
.
»nd stage of Community Building exhibit in a prominent Main street made possible for you. Do you? I
House during the third act. The
.
..
Sea Scouts with a lst Class Ship's
for two big nights in what the com window.
know you appreciate their thought
beautiful snow stayed on until the
Flag, the gift of the Lion's Club to
fulness and generosity. But they
middle of the noonday meal, and
the Ship. The ceremony ♦as closed
have
greater
gifts
to
offer
you
—
The Democratic caucus Monday
More Talk of the Town on Page 2.
when the no-school signal sounded
with the piping over the side of the
their enthusiasm—and whole heart
it was found that said snow had night will elect State and District
Commodore's party followed by the
John C. Peterson has moved from ed interest in this splendid organi Skipper. The crews were then dis
"Gone With the Rain." Not exact convention delegates.
the Daggett house on West Meadow zation of yours.
ly gone for the ground was covered
“Your skipper, Tom Sweeney, missed and tbe ship dismantled.
Members of Knox Lodge I.OOF. road to Blake block on Main street.
with slush, suitable to wade in with
An interesting part of the cere
deserves
your complete loyalty and
low shoes, but not quite deep enough are asked to be at the hall tomorrow
mony
was the introduction of Misses
Patrolman Frank C. Bridges, who eager co-operation. He is giving Mary Perry, Kathleen Weed. Vir
lo go over the top of rubber boots. at 3 p m. for an important drill.
has been undergoing a looking over 110 ^ou
anc* 50 10
young
Blue sky today and everything
ginia Foster, and Alice Bohn byThe current Issue of the Saturday ! at the Togus Hospital, rejoins the
something impossible to
liunkydory. You will liave to arise
Skipper
Sweeney as four good
.early tomorrow if you want to see Evening Post contains a dramatic police force today, after being given nicaJturr “t tenns of gratitude;
reasons why Seamen Robarts, Spear,
something
tiiat
money
can
never
"St Patrick's Day in the morning," article entitled "Lost Behind the a very satisfactory report by the
buy: something which mere mate Harvey, and Sawyer had made such
and go to church Palm Sunday. Ranges." It is a true story of a | surgeons.
rial success can never encompass excellent progress in their scouting
fatal mountain climbing expedition I
-------"If a vision of the future could work. The ships crew sang several
Members of Methebesec Club are in Quetia in which Dudley Wolfe j ice in thc well at 307 Limerock be given us in tills 1940's month of sea chanteys led by Bill Bicknell,
I street Is reported by the occupant
planning a food sale for March 30 lost his life.
March, we should be able to see chanteyman.
5 of that residence, George S. Huntto be held Saturday afternoon at the
Wilbur Senter showed a reel of
the far reaching influence of this
Mrs. Alice E. Gray of Arlington
, ley. The strange part of that Ls
Senter Crane stroe.
movies
taken of the Camden Dog
work
you
are
doing
here
ln
your
will sing over WLBZ Monday and lhat R is Ulp
appearancf of ice
Tuesday at 7.45 a. m. on the "A in the wU Juring t])p
; youth No problem facing you then 31ed Races, the launching of the
Emest Johnson returned Thurs
will be quite as difficult, quite as Trawler St. Oeorge at Snow’s Shipday from Bangor, where he was the Thought for the Day program. that Mr Huntley has resided there perplexing, if you remember what •'*r<i, the flre at tlie Masonic BuildMrs. Gray is a daughter of Mrs.1
_____
guest of friends while filling musi
you did here now. No small test ing, and the Ski Jump ChampionJames Emery and is well known in
cal engagements in Jonesport and
Mrs. Agnes Shepherd's "Eats Ham done well now can help but give you sliips at Berlin. N. H.
the musical circles of this city.
Addison with Perley Reynolds’ or
Easter" was a winner ia the "Sun strength later on.
Tlie room was cleared and the
chestra.
Baraca Class of Pratt Memorial shine Krispy Cracker - radio con
“I feel a keen interest in your evening brought to a close with
M. E. Church held its annual meet test. She won a 13-pound "Swift's work. I have a deep admiration for dancing to the music of Danny
Tuesday was the 28tli anniver
ing Wednesday night, electing these Premium Quick Serve Ham.” Con your accomplishments. I like the Patt's orchestra. Those who at
sary of the founding of tlie Girl
officers: President. Miss Eva Rogers; test: "Why I like Sunshine Krispy efficient, earnest way in whicli you tended agree that It was one of the
Scout organization by Juliette Gor
crackers," in 25 words.
carry out your work and your play. most thoroughly enjoyable winter
don Low. Tuesday night 25 mem vice president. Mrs. Henry’ M. dcI have caught the spirit of ycur evenings yet experienced in Rock
Rochemont;
secretary
’
,
Mrs.
Cheever
bers of Blue Bonnet Troop met at
George Gow, Jr., advertising man enthusiasm and thoroughly enjoy land—by John Trott.
C.
Ames;
treasurer,
Mrs.
Lendon
Captain Trask's home on Grove
ager for the city directory came taking my small part ln your ac
street for an anniversary party and C. Jackson. Jr. A covered dish sup
down from Portland to attend the tivities and your programs. And re
Cartomancy is the art of telling
per
was
served,
and
Rev.
Charles
A.
social hour. Captain Trask and 15
Lions meeting Wednesday night, member that enthusiasm of whicli I fortunes with playing cards.
Marstaller
gave
his
illustrated
lec

members of the trcop attended the
and got the glad hand from every- spoke. Nothing is more important
Sunday morning service at the ture on South America. The next
bdoy. iRockland friends will learn Continue to like wliat you do. Give
D.U.V. beano Monday afternoon
meeting
will
be
April
17.
Pi-ott Memorial Church.
It is
with regret that there is uncertainty it your whole hearted eagerness. in G AR. hall. Best awards and
planned to have a Scout party next
Boxing will be resumed at the as to his plans for next summer What we like to do, we do well. specials.—adv.
Monday instead of the regular
Park Street Arena next Friday night and there is some doubt as to
meeting when the scouts will enter
whether he will make his annual
tain other scout friends. Blue Bon under the management of Eddie
visit to this city.
Whalen,
the
well
known
orchestra
net Troop is planning to attend the
State Convention in Portland which leader. The main event will be an
There was excitement aplenty at
Ls scheduled for April 20 this year, 8-round bout between Cracker Fav
William Butman's filling station on
according to word received by Cap reau of Rockland and Babe Counurn
of Waterville. In the semi-final South Main street yesterday morn
tain Trask.
THERE IS A WEALTH OF HEALTH IN
will appear Butch Wooster, Junior ing when a gallon jar of gasoline,
accidentally
spilled
in
part
of
the
i
of
Rockland
and
"Young
Jack"
"First Come—First Folio"—a de
lightful short story about an ad Bumford of Augusta. Other boxers floor, caused fumes which ignited
from the stove. The flash flre which 1
venturous young man, hunting a figuring in what looks like a very
followed
damaged stock and build- ’
rare book, who found the volume good exhibition are Dusty Peters.
ing to the extent of $400. Four per
AVERAGE
but lost hts heart. In tlie American Bud Phelps. Eddie Hillgrove, Alton
JERSEY
sons with Mr. Butman in the build
MARKET MILK
HI1.K
Weekly Magazine with the March Wooster, Charlie Wooster and Joe
ing escaped after attempting to stop 1
17th Boston Sunday Advertiser.
Nadeau (of Sanford).
the blaze. It Ls said Mr. Butman '
34%
6%
33‘lt
had no insurance.
BUTTEBEAT
BUTTEBEAT
BORN
A 1940 successor to Community Clark—At Knox Hospital. Man'll 9. to
Beano party at IO.OF. hall
and Mrs Jesse Clark, a son—Rich
Fair is the big Carnival-Fair to be Mr
ard Bruno.
Tuesday afternoon. 2 o'clock.—adv.lt
held April 4-5 in Community Build
MARRIED
ing. All local, every penny to buy
York-Elwell- At Nobleboro. March 2.
3.8%
Rockland's inhalator - resuscitator. Bernard
3.1%
York, of Damariscotta Mills,
Grand entertainment, grand fun, a and Miss Lucille Elwell of Orffs Corner SPIRITUALIST SERVICE
By Linwood Palmer. J. P
SUNDAY at 2.00 and 1.30 F. M.
worthy objective.
31-33 - Rich-Sanderson
—At Rockland. March

_

land.

TIIE WEATHER

ROCKLAND AND CAMDEN MILK
DRINKERS

ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARMS
JERSEY MILK

BOATS AND MOTORS

9, Charles J Rich and Myra Sanderson,
both of Rockland. By Rev J Charles
MacDonald

Ask About Our
TIME PAYMENT PLAN

A. L. ANDERSON
CAMDEN, ME.
Next Camden Yacht Club
32-37

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390, 781-1 or 781-U
UO-112 LIMEROCK STBEET

KOCKLAND, ME.

DIED
Camden, March 14. Capt.
Jamps R. Betts. Funeral Sunday at 1
o'clock from Sood funeral home. In
terment ln Warren.
Ball—V- Camden, March 14. Charles
Ball, aged 77 years. Funeral Sunday at
3.30 o'clock from residence.
Backlit) At Owls Head. March 15.
Miss Clarrle I. Rackliff, aged 68 years.
17 days. Funeral Monday at 2 p. m.. at
the residence. Interment at Ash Point
I-ane—At Warren. March 14. Charles
Lane, aged 42 years. 5 months. 13 days
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from the
Simmons ftineral home.

Lecturer and Message Bearer
H. ESTEN BOARDMAN

__________________

33‘lt

Betts—At

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory ol William T.
Hocking who passed away March 15,
1937
Mrs. William T. Hocking and family.
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank all the friends who
have been so kind to me during my
bereavement—»nd special thanks to
those who furnished cars and sent |
the beautiful floral offerings.

119-tf
South Hope.

Mrs. A, L. Esancy
•

5.9%

446%

in G. A. R. HALL

9n 9

0.69%

0.7%

TOTAL
SOLIDS

TOTAL
SOLIDS

1244%

14.8%

ENERGY
UNITS

ENERGY
UNITS

685*

880**

Our Herd Has An Accredited Health Rating

JERSEY MILK
Ambulance Service
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT 8T.
TIL. MS
KOCKLAND, MB.
M-tt

Produced By Purebred Jerseys, “Tbe Cream of the
Dairy World”
More Cream, Vitamins, Nutrients Than Any
Other Milk On Earth
MORE OF EVERYTHING THAT COUNTS
IN MILK

Al Si. Peter’s Chureli <Episcopal 1
Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for Palm Sunday. (The early
celebration will be omitted) Church
school at 9.30; Holy Eucharist at
10.30; Vespers at fi p. m. followed
by meeting of the Catholic Fellow
ship, lecture on the Sacrament of
Holy Matrimony, Holy Week serv
ices; Mass on Wednesday and
Thursday at 7; Stations of the Cross
daily at. 4 except Friday and Sat
urday; Vespers daily at 7.30 except
|Friday and Saturday; Good Friday,
service 12 until 3 p. m.; Devotions
at 7.30; Holy Saturday, First Vespers
of Easter 4 p. m.

Those Red Wagons
Have Answered 131
Calls the Past Year—
Carelessness Causes
Most Fires

The iRockland Fire Department
made 131 runs from March 1, 1939.
A New Pastor
to March 5. 1940, and an analysts of
After many years of service,
the calls shows that carelessness
God called Rev. Fr. Jnine.s A.
caused by far the greatest number.
Flynn homc. 'He rests in the
Chief Engineer Russell has issued
beautiful cemetery of many
a chart showing the causes of the
crosses, just outside Portland's
several flres and their location by
Western portal. Every Sunday
wards.
masses arc sung in the little
Defective chimneys led the single
church in its very center. Father
causes with 77 calls for these pre
Flynn was a friendly man, a
ventable. or largely preventable,
faithful pastor and a good citi
fires. There were 12 grass fires,
zen. He was my father’s friend
largely due to carelessness, and sev
and mine. He talked to me about
eral from rubbish ln cellars, sparks
hls faith. He knew whom he had
on roofs, etc. There were 29 box
believed. In Proverbs 27: 10 are
alarms 86 telephone alarms and 14
these words. “Thine own friend
still alarms. Eleven calls could be
At the Congregational Church classed ns "unnecessary" and three
and thy father's friend forsake
not," the verse above says "Oint Palm Sunday will be observed at false alarms were turned in during
ment and perfume rejoice the the usual service of public worship, the year.
heart; so both tlie sweetness of at 10.30 a. tn. Music by the mixed
One call was for the tanker fire,
a man's friend by hearty coun quartet will be appropriate to the the ship valued at $260,000, sustain
sel." Many people found strength day, and tlie sermon theme by Rev. ing a $2600 damage at Atlantic
in this man*s counsel, in Rock Corwin H. Olds will be, “A God Wlio wharf. Tlie salvage equipment was
Cares". Comrades of the Way will used several times and resulted in a
land.
And now there comes to St. meet in tlie vestry at 6.30 p. m. and direct saving of $7000. This equip
Bernard’s Church a new pastor, the discussion topic will continue ment is still far from complete.
Ward 7 has the highest rating as
Rev. Fr. James F. Savage of Bel the theme "The Person I Hope to
fast. What better recommenda Become" with Harold Heal leading to number of calls for the fire de
tion could he bring to liis new the discussion. Thc Pilgrim Fellow partment. having only 31 checked
parish than is indicated in thc ship will meet at the home of Joseph against it. Ward 6 blushes a deep
14 years of service in the up Emery on Limerock street, at 8 p. m. red under the questionable honor
river city, and the many friends and the discussion will bc on "Be of having the greatest number of
who will miss him there; and yet, coming Aware of God", based on alarms for any ward, 48. Ward 3
he does bring a better credential chapter II in Bosworth's “What II has only n slight better record, be
ing guilty of 46. Ward 5 came
to Ills congregation that that; Means To Be A Christian."
tlirough
with 43 calls; Ward 1 witli
namely, the selection of his
41;
Ward
2 with 40. and Ward 4
Bishop, testifying tiiat he has
Tlie second and third degrees will
was candidate for high honors, next
been found worthy to succeed j be worked Monday night at tlie
Rev. Fr. Phelan anti Rev. Fr. meeting of Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., to Ward 7, haring had but 29
alarms.
Flynn in Rockland.
St. George Lodge of Tenant's Har
Seriously, Chief Russell urges all
No clearer minded Bishop, as bor will exemplify thc second degree
citizens to guard against the danger
to placing his clergy, has ever while Knox Lodge will work Uie
of flres at all times, and take all
j third. Supper will be served at 6 30.
served the diocese of Maine.
precautions toward hazard. Witli
The new pastor comes to no
Manager Dondis is offering Uiese the discovery of a flre, no matter
mean city and the sincerest wish
how small or whatever its nature,
that can be extended to him is feature attractions at Strand the fire department should be noti
,
Theatre
the
coming
week:
Sunday.
that he. too. will work his way
fied Instantly, either by telephone
into the hearts and lives of all Monday and Tuesday, Carole Lom "Emergency—fire" and give the ex
bard,
Brian
Aheme
and
Anne
Shir

as did his predecessors.
act address clearly and distinctly, or
St. Bernard's Cliurch has ley in “Vigil in the Night "; Wednes else by turning tn an alarm from
brought tlie Peace of God to day and Tliursday, “Ghost Goes the nearest box. It Is the fire de
Home," with Frank Morgan. Billie
lier many communicants.
partment's business to answer all
Burke and Ann Rutherford; Friday alarms promptly. Call them. Don't
—William A. Holman
| and Saturday. “Castle on the Hud try to extinguish the fire yourself.
son," wiUi John Garfield, Pat The department will do the work
In connection with the Palm Sun
O'Brien and Ann Sheridan.
for you with an absolute minimum
day service at the Universalist
of damage and muss.
Church. Dr. Lowe will give the fifth
The U. S. Maritime Commission
sermon in his series on the problem
announces that three Maine men
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
of evils, his subject being “Tne
have passed scholastic examinations
Challenge of Evil.” Cliurch school
Tuesday night. There will be work
for deck and engineering cadets in
will meet in the vestry at noon;
on two candidates and supper will
Mrs. Glover’s class at her residence; the American Merchant Marine, be served at 6.15.
kindergarten for small chiltffen among them Edward G. Ware of
during tlie service of worship; anti Camtlen- They must take physical
young people’s meeting at 7 p. m. in laminations to be given by the U
S. Public Health Service. Those
the church parlor.
finally successful will be placed on
• • • •
an eligible list from which ap
Community Building
"Substance" is the subject of thc
pointments will be made as vacan
lesson-sermon that will be read in
cies occur in the commission's cadet
Tuesday, March 26
all Churches of Clirist, Scientist,
training program.
throughout the world March 17. Thp
FENTON BROS. ORCHESTRA
Golden Text is: "Holy, holy, holy, State Lecturer Hartley Stewart
Lord God Almighty, which was, and i will visit Pleasant Valley Grange Every penny earned goes for the
benefit of underprivileged
is, and is to come” (Revelation
Tuesday night. Weymouth Grange
children
4:8). The citations from the Bible
of Thomaston will be honor guest
contain the following passages:
with Limerock Valley Pomona and
“Uiy kingdom is an everlasting
all Grangers invited. A program
kingdom, and thy dominion endureth throughout all generations" has been prepared by tlie host
Grange: Song No. 11, violin solo,
WANTED
(Psalms 145:13).
Alice Barton; roll call, Tlie Radio
• • • •
TREE EXPERTS
and the farmer; tableau, ''Tlie Sow
At Littlefleld Memorial Church ers’; song No. 23; current events,
FOR IMMEDIATE WORK
Sunday morning at 10.30, Rev. assistant steward, Richard Ander
Only men skilled in rope climb
Charles A. Marstaller will lave as sen; Discovering New Uses for farm ing and with experience in the
pruning of shade trees need ap
his sermon topic "Tlie Coming of Products, P. M., Myron Young;
ply. See Arthur Hasson, Employ the Triumphant King." There will
I Lenon passing stunt, by all under ment Officer.
be an instrumental duet “Tlie
25 years; original poem, Vallie Mac BARTLETT TREE EXPERT CO.
Palms" by Mrs. Lillian lord, and
Laughlin; solo, “There Is A Green
795 MEMORIAL DRIVE
Mtss Miriam Dorman. Church school
( AMBRIDGE, MASS.
Hill Far Away", Raymond Ander
meets at 11.46; Junior C. E. at 5, and
33-lt
sen; closing song No. 106.
B.Y.P.U. at 6. Praise service and
sermon at 7.16, the topic being “Tlie
Fullness of Salvation." There will
be a selection by the Junior Choir.
HAVE YOUR
Prayer meeting Tuesday night at
7 30.

KIWANIS DANCE

• a • •

“The King" will be the subject of
thc second pre-Easter sermon at
the First Baptist Church Sunday
at 10 30. Thc privilege of Bible
Study is given to all who attend the
church school at noon. The En
deavorer's Inspiration hour will
open at 6 o'clock under the leader
ship of Pauline Tatham.
The
I people's evening service will open
at 7.15 with the prelude and big
sing, assisted by the instruments
and choir. Mr. MacDonald's sub
ject will be: "A Woman's Dream."
Special Palm Sunday music will be
sung by the choir at both serv
ices.

••••

Services tomorrow at the Metho
dist Church, Rev. Guy Wilson pas
tor, begin at 9.30, with the mens
class. Thc morning sermon at 10.30
will bc “The Road of Triumph."
Baptism of children will also take I
place, with special music by thc
choir, Mrs. Lydia Storer the soloist.
Baraca Class and Sunday School
classes meet at noon. The young
people’s meeting at 6 will be fol
lowed the evening service, the topic
"Curage for Hours of Trial." Tlie
mid-week service Tuesday at 7
o'clock will bc "Helping with the
Cross." A Good Friday service will
be held March 22, with baptism and1
Holy Communion.

EASTER
APPAREL
DRY CLEANED & PRESSED
DRESSES,

69c

SUITS,
TOPCOATS,

Each

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY

SHIRTS
Carefully Laundered To Please the Men
Only 10 Cents Each In Flat Work Bundle
Let Us Shampoo Your Rugs and Carpets

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
TEL.
170

17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND TEL.
170

Our
Book
Corner

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO

For Finnish Relief

UNION
I

Mt. Horeb Encampment will con-

WARREN

Field And Stream

St. George Figures

Fred S. Seavey Produce*
fer the royal purple degree on two
ftftftft
candidates Tuesday night. Lunch
Some late notes gathered along
“Deadly Parallel” On
ALENA L STARRETT
eon will be served following the
Maine's flrh and game trails.
Correspondent
With
an
occasional
touch
of
Town
Expenses
meeting.
ftftftft
spring ln the air Maine ls beginning
ftftftft
Outstanding event of the coming
W J Bryant and Mrs. Eva Sayto get ready for a new fishing sea Editor of the Courier-Gazette;—
TW 40
week will be the Smorgasbord lunch, ward were visitors Wednesday at
TeL IT
son which should get underway
Here are some figures, by way of
bazaar, entertainment and dance the home of their cousin, Mrs. Ida
considerably earlier this year than comparison, in the town of St.
The
Dorcas
Circle
of
Kings
Saturday night, Marcli 23, at War- I Hatch ln Washington,
last. The ice is still plenty thick
A meeting of the Democratic
Daughters will meet Monday after in the lakes and ponds but is show Oeorge:
ren Grange hall and Glover hall 1 Mrs. Alice Ames is 111.
County committee in Newcastle
Report ending Feb. 20. 1806.
ing slight signs of weakening in
for Finnish relief. At the lunch | Mr. and Mrs. A. Smith and Mr. noon with Mrs. Laura Starrett.
Wednesday night was attended by
Appropriations
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Sugar Loaf to exquisite views of
papers, to doctor's bills for blood the beautilul and unmodemized
No more challenging assignment | The manner in which the Ameri dodge any of the mlllion-and-one
WINTER SERVICE
Edwin Munroe of Togus Ls visit Aviation School at Long Island
lettings.
Lake District in the Andes of
can public had taken the book to problems that were showered on ing at Edward Reed's.
Subject to change without notice
New
York
and
his
cousin
Evan
• • • •
Southern Chile, from an Arauca- has ever been set before a Holly its heart, and the intense amount him. He invited everyone who had
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Creamer and Williams were guests last weekend
Those Interested in the drama nlan medicine woman to Inca ter wood studio than the task of trans
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
of speculation as to who would read the book to contribute sugges Mrs. Mabelle Porter were Bath at D. E. Barrett's. Mr. Williams
races.
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trained eye of the geographer with
visitors Tuesday.
Drama” by John Gusher. John tlie humor “uid sympathy of the
A. M.
P. M.
the printed page, a medium in which paralleled responsibility on the leading characters; he began inten
madc by plane to the Augusta air
Bernard
York
of
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Gassner's book, which ls the story cultivated observer of human na
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar.
sive
research
in
all
phases
of
life
shoulders
of
the
fllm
producer.
port.
Mills and Miss Lucille Elwell of
of the theatre and its creators ture. It may be termed a guide it had set a new American publish
620 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
David O. Selznick, who paid $50,- in the Oeorgia of 75 years ago; and this place were united in marriage
720 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 320
from thc time of primitive man book, yet it is ornamented and in ing record, to the motion picture
000 in July of 1936 for the fllm rights he launched a search of unprece March 2 in Nobleboro by Linwood groom. Mr. and Mrs. York are
formed by a wealth of legend,
8.15 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
to the present day, was three full learning
screen.
The
long-awaited
picture
and acute understanding
920 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 120
to Margaret Mitchell's absorbing dented scope to find the right ac Palmer, J. P. Hiey were attended now at the home of Mrs. York’s
years in the making, and is the of South American lands, their
ln-tf
will be shown starting March 24 at story of Civil War and reconstruc tress for the role of Scarlett O'Hara. by Edward York and Miss Dorothy parests, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S.
most authoritative and ambitious scenery, their culture and their
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no
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to
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York,
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fingle volume on the history of the people. (Ready April 17',
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mine. The role of Smith Ls played
' or many another place which ls
Readers in Rockland who know
April 19, at which time the State
by G. B. Dyer, and that of M'liss
lecturer, Hartley Stewart will be
twice as far away from Maine as these epicurean exiles know tha’
their appetites, were good and that
present. Tlie home and community
by Miriam Greenleaf?
Florida now seems.
Thirty-Six Knox Countythey t their money's worth. They
Adding more color to the drama
welfare committee will serve a din
That they should gather here for
Z\ Z^.
Z\
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
of the existence of such common
ner at the town hall, Town Meeting
ZX ZS Z^ ZS
ites Dine In Bomb-Proof lunch and conversation; gray heads should know also from previous ac
to her informative talk Monday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
counts of these gatherings that im
folk are the characters of Mrs. Lena
News items from all of the Pa day.
grown gray together—and some oi
Shelter—Shuffleboard
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH. and WLBZ.
mediately after lunchen Henry
Mofflts, the owner of the "Roarin' trons of Husbandry are welcomed
them not so gray—vacationists
here.
Bird, Amory Allen, Percy Demmons
Din
Follows
Dog" Hotel, played by Evelyn Dun
Penobscot View Grange met
among the sunshine and palms;
and Bert Thorndike played shuf
Thursday night. An Irish program
All the war news is crowding out market as if for roasting chickens, lap, and that of her soft-spoken
talking about other friends at home
St. Petersburg, Fla., March 11
Seven
Tree
Orange
of
Union
eni
was
presented
by
the
lecturer
fleboard. So did every passerby in
of thc headlines diet experiments that is. keep them whole. Then daughter. Clytle. interpreted by
In a long narrow room in the amon« the spruce and burnes, the {he neighborbood wh0 wasn-t deaf.
tertained Burkettville Orange Wed- ; Guests
present from
Alma
Wahlman.
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of
spread
the
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’
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we were watching abroad with a
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. slippery winter roads and drifting
nesday night and conferred degrees View Grange MartlnsvUle At the .basement. of. _
Boca Ciega Inn at
. . . ,, ,
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. , ,. i As on previous occasions Mrs.
great deal of interest. For instance, Land O’ Lakes Sweet Cream But this establishment live Yuba Bill,
i snow which all knew well and intion
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nm
meetjng
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Reed Mrs. Lucretia Thayer, Mrs.
the
typical
Westerner,
played
by
did you hear of the Oslo breakfast ter and place or. a broiler pan,
Guliport 36 permanent residents of rnately, seemed a happy circumorder and two local candidates. A
plan, an experiment whereby chil about flve inches from the broiler C. F. Nelson, and the schoolmaster.
er. and refreshments will be served. Knox County assembled Saturday 1 stance which was not to be regard- Helen Fales and Mrs. Bird played
i bridge. Mrs. Smalley, Mrs. Brown
• eee
dren ln Norway were fed high vita- heat. Cook slowly, turning them John Grey, plaved by W. E. Olsen ! fine p“*ram was present€d by, the
noon. March 9, for - last luiclieon ed lightly, but savored well,
i and others pored over a Chinese
min meals? Milk, whole grain as needed to brown them uniformly, Temporary guests at the “Roarin' host Orange and a harvest feast | Wednesday -was a day full of ac together before going North in the
It was passing strange down here
Seven
Granges
were
was
served,
checkerboard.
Mrs.
Demmons
rusks, cheese, whole wheat, butter, about 25 minutes on each side, Dog” are Miss Bess Starlight, an
tivity for Megunticook Grange of spring.
! in Florida to hear some one remark
brought
her
work
and
sat
there in
oranges, apples and raw carrots Salt and pepper the birds after “actress" on tour, played by Re represented.
Cainden. The Farm Bureau met
Looking down tlie long table from that he had just seen Norman Lermade up the meal that started the they have browned well. Keep the becca Duncan, and the two ques
Owls Head Grange is invited to'1,1 tlie forenoon with an instructive , a seat beside Henry A. Howard at mond walking down toward thc the Florida sunlight chatting wltii
friends while she added a yard or
day and the children were thriving . broiler heat moderate to keep tionable characters from the city.
meet with Pleasant Valley Grange. topic, “Smart Cuts in Sewing,” j the head, to Where Amory B Allen beach outside thc hotel, and an- so to whatever it was she was manu
mightily on it, gaining in height them from cooking on thc outside Carter Langdon, interpreted by K.
under the direction of Mrs. Sally sat at the foot, it seemed odd to ether to observe that he had noticed
and weight, in solidity of bone and too fast.
Lord and Mrs. Nellie Greenlaw. I realize that so many people frcm Arthur Torrey going down to the facturing There was anothei bridge
B. Calderwood. and Mrs. Clara
muscle, in steadiness of nerves and i
MENU
Dinner
was served at noon with the same little spot in Maine sliould pier to see the start of the annual table in action also and a few
Hunting, by Ruth Lyford.
ln preventon of any form of J
Breakfast
food and table decorations carry- . regularly gather here on another yacht race to Havana that morning. klbltizers and the hum of conver
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smaller groups conducting similar!
Fish Hash and Pickled Beets
ing lawbreakers is overcome at the
Life of Andrew Jackson Jessie Josselyn and Mrs. Louise Meeting here casually in accustomed she had gone out to make a call and °n r' 1U
experiments here but this was1 Cornbread
Welch's Grapelade
"ul>
end of the story by the clever M'liss
Charles T. 8malley had a cam
' Dunbar.
being carried out on a national
Coffee
—
Frank
Sellers
Joins
ease, amid surroundings familiar had been hailed and greeted by
and the kindly but dominant Judge
era with him and films for color
scale. It's abandoned now, prob- I
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ably.
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Howard. A group photograph was
the Vinalhaven Uons Club held in afternoon With supper at 6 oclock.
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ller son in Rowland.
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Intrigue.
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presented
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‘Carrots and Turnips in
al policies, but the contentment of I
,he S( Ppt<> Chamocr of
dramatic situations, and realistic | sure of hearing Miss Phyllis J. the lecturer, Mrs. Mildred Phil- mates sat around this table Men the palm trees waving outside the traitors
Greep Pepper Cups
races and peoples. Perhaps the
Black of the High School teaching : brook: Tableau and Irish Jig. Edith and women who had grown up to- windows to be convinced that St. Commercp sneaked thelr 0VCrf0aU
comedy.
The
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are
differ

world's faulty diet today is indirect- ' Tomato Aspic Salad with Celery
Florida Petersburg was merCly “ SUbUrb
,
tato the picture
ent and delightfully refreshing. force give a half hour review of Sheldon and Rarold Arnold; dia gether , In ,the days wheA
‘Butterscotch Parfait
ly responsible for the world's [
seemed as far away and as remote .Owl's Head
i
"M'liss" is a play capable of giving the life of one of Tennesee's famous leet contest between teams led by “
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■ Speeches at the dinner were notCoffee
troubles. Hungry men are angry
Mrs Bessie Robinson and Henry !from th<ir plan-s « Chhm ts now. j _ Everybody present knew that the , ab> for
chewfu, ,onp Mr
pleasure and amusement to every sons. Andrew Jackson.
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Howard
,
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one. Don't miss "M'liss”.
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Spiced Peaches
Indian was due to wrong diet, we
mittee had become Interested in i accomPanied at the piano by Mrs Austin is a sergeant in the U S 7'rn °
not much farther
briefly their history and
Bar
Cookies
with
vaguely remember
the life of Jackson from coming in 'Lvdia Inman:
Inman;
rc WMe the Todds who summer mentioned tliat five persons pres
Blarney game; | Aviation Corps stationed in Hawaii
Welch's Magic Glaze
Experiments with right diet will
at their cottage home in Crescent ent Saturday were also present on
Limericks read by Mrs. Mildred for several years.
Coffee
contact
with
Jacksons
old
home
have to stand still for awfhile ex
At the close of the Hawaiian Beach living In on Fifth Avenue
^1^’o^'flrsfiuncheon
Skippers Are Hanging
in Tennesee. while he (Mr Calder Philbrook and members filled in program, the assistant and lady as
•Recipes given.
cept for those we continue in this
There was a little colony of Rock- together at Maderla several years
last
line;
contest
on
Irish
dialect
wood’ was building power dams in
sistant stewards escorted the guests . .
.
Indian Sign On the
country. Even here it's disturbing
11 e at
Harbor, thc ago, Mr Smalley suggested that
that locality. During the last few between teams led by Mrs. Marj' of honor to the station of boner at
to learn we should produce and con
Befuddled Ganders
the right hand of the Master while .Gregorys and Ayers had Just left the same crowd ought to assemble
weeks he heard that Miss Black, hls Nash and Charles Lord. Mrs.
sume 15". more eggs in the United I
Nash's team being declared the the assembly sang "Let Me Call You to go North; and all around this this summer in Maine for a similar
niece
had
a
new
book
on
the
life
of
States to reach adequate nutri- j
Making lt four straight wins and
Sweetheart; There they received PlnelIas peninsula, .scarce 20 miles
winner.
ftftftft
lunelieon and Mr. Howard appoint
a shower <>f gifts which Included a
tional levels. Tlie production and .
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eight out of the last 12 starts the Jackson, and Chairman Isaac
handsome occasional chair and a in any direction were other Riends ed a committee consisting of Mrs.
MRS O0GAR C. LANE
promptly put two and two tegether
consumption of milk should be 23 1
Refresliments
in
the
St
Patrick's
breakfast set of dishes, combined and acquaintances whose homes Fales, Mrs. Grimes and Mr. Smalley
Skippers continued to hang the InCorrespondent
and made 30 minutes of interesting Day color scheme were served be gifts of the people cf the village.
per cent greater. The leading nu
and chief interests were only a short
dian
sign
on
the
befuddled
Ganders
talk
f
or
the
u
O
ns
Club.
Mtss
Black
Tlie distance Irom thc homes and busi to arrange for such a meeting.
tritional experts set the minimum
fore which an Irish blessing was Refreshments wpre served
E. L. Brown announced a major
A rehearsal of Manarda Council!as they clashed In thelr weekly ' brought out many little known facts asked by Mrs. Maybelle Whyte. cutting of an attractively decorat nesses of the 36 people gathered
of milk for health at 700 pints per
ed bride's cake and the bestowal of
year. Do you know in some cities ’ Daughters of Pocahontas will be bowlfest at the Cascade Alleys last j about Jackson's life, and being in- Original limericks were read with fortune gift favors from it occa- here in this bemb proof shelter ln casualty among the Maine contin
75 pints of milk per year for white beld gunday. There will be work Monday night. No one could sav | t*rt'st‘‘d from the fwninlw vte»- Albert Kelley of Yarmouthport. sioned much merriment The cake | the basement of this one little hotel gent ln Florida. This, he claimed,
was when Henry Howard broke a
..
_ . . „
point, of Jackson’s wife, and his Mass., and C. D. Lord tying for the was the gift of Mrs. Clifford Den- on Boca Ciega bay.
families-and 35 pints for colored Tuesdav at the meeting, preceded ,
whether it was the effects of Town ; .,
tooth on one of Webb's downy
troubles in society.
is the average?
prize. A questionnaire prepared n42n
by supper at 6.30.
Such a gathering is unusual even doughnuts. This catastrophe had
Tlie annual inspection on first
meeting or the dissapointment some
We're making progress, thougn.
One new member was inducted by Mrs. Sally Lord and the singing and second degrees will be conduct in Florida where so many people
Miss Dorothy Billings is guest of
I Dr. Israel Bran, writing in Archives
of the bowlers felt because Capn into the Club. Frank B. Sellers, who of "Tlie Wearing of the Green" by ed by Dept. Lloyd Crockett at the from the same State congregate to operated to postpone the luncheon
relatives ln Portland.
from Thursday to Saturday' to give
of Pediatrics for December says
Grimes had not prepared “sumpin' brings to it an active and indus the entire group brought the pro next meeting and State Commis spend the winter
Rockiand is,
Mrs Jennie Patterson and sister
children today are more apt to
to eat', that made the Skippers so trious personality that should prove gram to a close. Tlie Grange was sioner of Agriculture will give an comparatively, a small city. So is Mr Howard sufficient time for re
pairs.
reach a height of six feet than Mrs Inez Conant have returned vicious and the Ganders so listless, of benefit to both the new member in open session and games followed illustrated lecture on "Maine."
St. Petersburg and that makes It
A menu was circulated for the
under the direction of Harold Nash.
ever before in the memory of our from Rockland.
but at any rate after the Skippers and the Club.
Tlie meeting of Hope Grange all the more remarkable that so
signatures
of those present and
Mother
and
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Club
«net;
tad
won
tbe
n
rs
t"
s
trlng
byT
stogie
present generation, and he sugOther guests included William The members of the 4-H Club con held last Saturday was enjoyed by a many people from so small an area
gests a greater intake of vltamines Friday with Evie Hennigar.
!stick, the Skipmen brought out their Kelley of the Cainden-Rockport ducted a candy sale during the goodly attendance of members and back in Maine should gravitate to when It had made tlie rounds and
returned to the table's head it looked
several visitors.
An interesting
as the reason
! Mrs. Delilah Cunningham of heaviest guns and simply blasted j Club, who last year was a guest evening.
illustrated lecture on "Wild life an area in Florida which Is not like a Rcckland directory. Tlie
Next
werk
thc
theme
of
the
A study of fathers and sons from Rcckland has been visiting Mrs. jbp Ganders out of water. The speaker and gave his famous acwas given by a speaker from the De much larger than tlie one they oc
Harvard shows, there has been a Rcy Nickerson the past week.
Skippers faltered in the last string, j count of his experiences in the U. meeting will be “Spring.” Frank partment of Inland Fisheries and cupy at home. To meet here in following names were inscribed
thereon:
marked annual increase in height
Mrs. Irving Fifield returned Fri- but their margin in the second was ' S. Navy. Zone Chairman O. V. P. Washburn. State Commissioner Game.
parties like this j'ear after vear
Dr J T Kennedy, H A. Howard.
• • • •
for the past 80 years. Dartmouth day for two days' visit in Rockland. too big for the Ganders to overcome. Drew spoke briefly, outlining the of Agriculture, will give a talk on
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,
should convince even the dullest G H Reed. Edith C. Bird. Harriet
gardens
and
small
fruit.
shows both height and weight in
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of
two
of
its
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E. L. Olldden and Merle Tolman
It was the old veteran O. V. Drew, j plans for the next Advisor?' Council
bers within a week, Scuth Hope Iobscrvcr 1 rat t^lcr’’ls a 1)11 of senU- M Dunn. Elizabeth P Dunn, Law• • • •
crease.
At Stanford thc 4.000 are employed on thc remodeling of! the "P. M.
himself who played the | meeting for this Zone, which will
Grange has been greatly saddened.
m such reunions, a pride of •ence H Dunn. Ella P Orimes.
At
thc
meeting
March
6
of
Weswomen who had entered during the postoffice.
lead in the downfall of the Ganders, be in Vinalhaven April 25. and also seweskeag Grange in South Thotn- William C. Wellman, 57. a former j origin and a feeling of kinship that Katherine Haines, H W Thorndike,
the past 30 years showed an ave
Mr and Mrs. Charles Davis are and it was a source of deep satis gave a brief resume of the work be asten the Literary program was torckccpcr and fanner, and AL- « pleasurable to all who attend.
Lura B, Fales, Helen E Fales, Alice
rage height increase of an inch visiting relatives in Rockport.
tert L. Esancy., 80. a retired
faction to him to see some of the ing done by the Clubs in this zone. held in epen session in order that farmer are gone and it will be long
The clan spirit of the Scottish S. Dean, Carrie E. Brainard. Henry
friends
of
the
newly-married
couple
Of course, the increase in outdoor
The Rainbow Club met Wednes higher salaried men of the two
After the meeting some of the Mr. and Mrs. Warren Ulm?r might before these two and their good Highlanders must, lurk somewhere B. Bird. Evelyn M Hix, Lucretia C.
life and greater exposure to sun day night witli Mrs. Edward Green
among the hills of Maine to make
teams trailing his efforts for eve members took onc of their daily attend and join with the Grange in deeds are forgotten.
light has been a factor but the
Mr. Wellman was long a member so many of its residents rally round Thayer, H E Edwards. A B Allen.
leaf.
ning. The P. M. claims that be is dozen by adjourning to the Cascade honoring this happy pair. A large
Mrs. A B Allen. F. B Burkett, Lina
mothers of the United States can
Mrs. Charles Webster was hostess s slow starter but with Spring iust Bowling Alleys, where after bowl- group availed themselves of the op cf the order's Executive Commit when tlie call is sounded among
M Burkett. F M Lucas. Ada E.
portunity and enjoyed this pro tee and Mr. Esancy for many years
take a bow too for their careful
to the Bridge Eight Wednesday and around the corner he ought to ing thee strings they couldn t tell gram: Piano solo. Miss Margaret before the- writer's knowledge of strangers in a strange land.
Lucas, Mrs Emma L. Jones, Charles
choice of foods for growing chil
served supper,
______ T. Smalley, Dorothy W Smalley.
A combination of James Gordon
blossom forth with some stjrtllr.g who were the winners because the Rcbbinr; short talk on Hawaiian the mysteries of the order and up
dren. Let's work toward the goal
Thc Lions Club met Thursday at scores and if the old soupbone con- score keeper slept half through one music by tlie lecturer Mrs. Bernie? to the date of his death was treas- ! Bennett and William Shakespeare
Dr. B. E. Flanders, Grace Flanders.
of no malnourished children in
Through the courtesj' of! urer of the Orange
|
ld „rnh,Wv
,,
.... .
Union Church vestry. Miss Phyllis tlnues to keep Umber he will show string. However the Uttle matter Sleeper.
i music company of Rockland, the , The Orange at Its next meeting
p
J nd it difficult to Elsie C Moody. Mr. and Mrs. P. E.
these United States.
Black of the High School faculty some of the youngsters a bit o' of who won didn't mean a thing Hawaiian record "Hawaiian Love i will adept Resolutions appropriate rec°rd for the steenth time the deDemmons, Miss Mildred Demmons,
Carrots and Turnips in Pepper Cups
was guest speaker.
bowling yet. Cap'n Skip of the to Captain Christie as long as he Song" was played on a combination ! to their memory and its charter tails of a luncheon attended by Mildred's dog. Agnes S. Brown, E
Three green peppers. 8 carrots.
and
Miss Urdine Calderwood has re Skippers had a teriffic time keeping did a good job himself. Next meet- radio-radiola. A fine lecture on "'ill be draped in respect to their practically the same people
L. Brown, Carolyn S Reed.
8 medium-sized white turnips. 2
Hawaii illustrated witli numerous Fidelity to Grange principles—
’
turned from North Haven
pictures
and
other
interesting
exArthur
J.
Clark.
Master.
,
lnakc
,he
acrounl
J^restln*.
O. H. R.
his
head
above
water
and
it
was
ine
is
scheduled
for
March
28.
tablespoons Land O' Lakes butter,
At the annual meeting of the Fire only by mere chance that he was
salt and pepper to taste.
Department, five new members were
able to beat out Leon Sanborn, who
Cut green peppers in halves.
admitted and these new officers
Bcoop out seeds and cook in boiling,
worked the hardest and got the
chosen: Fire chief, Ernest Clay ter;
salted water until tender, or about
least of any of the outfit. Those i
assistant chief, Leroy Arey; stew
10 minutes. In the meantime,
two cellar champions, HaU and
ard, secretary, and treasurer, Alex
cook the carrots and turnips In
Littlefield had a nip and tuck af
Christie; foreman. William Chilles;
salted water until Just tender. Al
fair with Scotty winning out by one
assistant foreman, A M. Cassie.
low from 20 to 40 minutes for the
pin.
Thirty-five men met Saturday at
carrots and from 30 to 45 minutes
Pressure is being brought to bear
for the turnips. Scoop out the Union Church and finished work on Cap'n Grimes to produce that
lumips and carrots with a ball on the year’s wood The Indies' boiled dinner he so nonchalantly
dinner.
cutter and reheat in a sauce of Circle furnished
mentioned last week for lhe benefit
• • • •
butter, salt and pepper Put into
of all concerned on the next bowling
Union Church Notices
hot pepper cups. Serves six. Very
Sunday School meets Sunday at night, and the Ganders are especialyoung and tender carrots may be
10 o'clock: worship at 11. Palm ly Interested because they think lt
u;ed without cutting into balls.
8undav will be observed. Rev. Ken may break thelr losing streak. But
.Magic Glare
neth Cook will take as theme: Oene Hall Is predicting that
One cup sifted confectioner's
the Skippers will not bc denied till
"Facing Holy week."
sugar. •« teaspoon salt, one-third
The vested choir wiU sing the an they have evened the number of
cup Welch's Grapelade.
them "There ls a Green Hill Far wins with the Ganders, and thinks
Place all ingredients in bowl and
Away." Soloist Ernest Arey wiU thej’ can Just about do the trick
mix thoroughly. Spread evenly,
sing "‘Tlie Palms."
In the flve or six weeks of remain
ov er top of cake layers, cupcakes, j
Junior
Epworth
League
meets
at
ing play. Oene says if that should
cookies or bar cookies immediatelv j
actually happen the first thing he
after they are taken from oven. ■ 4. and Christian Endeavor at 6.
Cool on cake rack until glaze is i Praise service will be at 7, thc would do would be to call up the
set Enough lo cover tops ol two'pa,tor ,0 speak on U,c thcm<< ,'The little woman on his telephone and
9-lnch layers. 2 dozen cupcakes. 5 I Victorious Church." The choir will let her hear the good news.
“Gimpless" Ganders
dozen cockles or 9 x 9-lnch pan bar sln«
anUwm "O*1* B<>lowd
CpOkles
'Son;" soloist, Arthur Vigneau.
Sanborn
......
83 87 78-248
Grimes ............
78 86 103 267 [
Butterscotch Parfait
Littlefield .......
78 71 78 227
Two-thirds cup brown sugar. 2 day at 7
Shields ........... .... 104 R4 84—272
table poons lond O' Lakes Sweet Good
Goose Arey ......
94 96 04 284
Crpam Butter. '-2 cup water, 4 egg music by the choir.
yolks; 1 pint whipping cream. T-16
Drama and Comedy
teaspoon salt, 2 teaspoons Baker's
437 424 437-1298
The High Echool Senior Class
“Serene" Skippers
Vanilla
Combine sugar and butter. Heat'prescnts an ev,,nln8 °f hi«h entel" ..............
Drew ................
97 1C9 103—309
ALL THIS
until melted and boil one minute. talnment for lofal Patrons °f the Peterson
power Econo-Master Engine in tbe Sixty.
Peterson ......... .... 98 98 84 280 i
COMPAHS OLDS WJTS
“
BOUGHT
US
ALL
THIS
STANDARD
EQUIPMENT
Add water. Cock until butersebteh theatre, when it gives March 251 Hall .................. ... 66 79 81—226
EXTHA COMSORT ! The only lowLOWEST EMCSD CASS.
priced car with modem coil springs all around.
is melted.
Add syrup mixture the famous Bret Harte story "M liss Guilford ......... ... 83 111 79—273
★ Olds prices br/fin st $dO7 for Coupe*,
BXTRA
VALUE
l"
SOS ONLY A FEWDOLLASS
9853 for Scdsna, delivered st LsnmnA,
slowly to beaten egg yolks. Cook
EXTHA QVALfTY t Feature after
Skip Arey .......
94 86 76 -256
Michitsn. Prices include Bumpers, Spsre
ln dcuble boiler until light and! Mitchell. The play ls under the dtMOSS LJV COST,OLDS
feature usually found only in high-priced caral
EXTHA SIZE? inside and ontl
Wheel, Tire, Tube, Dus I Trumpet Horns,
fliiffy. Chill. Add whipped cream, rection of Miss Margaret F. Kinley
Longer—197’i inches from bumper to bumper. EXTRA SSESTIGEI Engineered
GLVSS YOV A WHALS
438 483 423-1344
Instrument Panel Hood-Lock, Automatic
salt and vanilla. Pour Into tray of thc High.School faculty.
to fine-car standards—built in the fine-car way.
EXTHA STYLE f From coast to coaat,
Choke, Vacuum Booster Pump, Fisher No
OF A LOT MOSE LJV
they call it, “the best looking car on the road I”
Draft Ventilation, Safety Glass, Chrome
or individual cups and freeze in This well known story, bj- Ameri
ECOJVOMY
THAT
EVERYTHING Y
Window Reveals, Chrome Interior Hard
mechanical refrigerator without ca's outstanding local color artist. NORTH HAVEN
EXTHA SOWER f Big 9J Horse COMFARES WITH THE HEST
ware, 3 Windshield Wipers, 3 Sun Visors,
Die
Pythian
Sisters
held
a
card
Bret
Harte.
has
enjoyed
widespread
stirring. Serves 10 to 12.
J Front Seat Arm Rests. Transportation
Barbecued Chicken
popularity witli short story lovers, party recently.
based on rail rates, state and local taxes
Mrs.
Lettie
Thurston
of
the
North
Have the. broilers cleaned at the movie-fans, and theatre-goers for
(if any), optional equipment and accesso
ries—extra. Prices subject to change without
many years. The story lias Its back Shore is ill.
notice. A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE
FOR DAYS OF
ground in the Sierras, in a small Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Howard
Help promote safety—dim your lights when possingl
DISCOMFORT
have returned from a visit to New
mountain
village
called
Smith's
Try CHICHESTERS PILLS
York.
They
were
also
guests
of
Mr.
lor functional periodic pain
Pocket. It is here that "Bummar"
•
‘>rt. Uau •*
and' discomfort,
give QUICK RELI!
Smith and his "little wildcat” and Mrs. Roy Beverage.

OUR
GRANGE CORNER

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST

Down In St. Pete

Vinalhaven Lions

Four Straight Wins

VINALHAVEN

OEDSMOBIEE

HELP

-“BEST looking car on the ROAD I”-

your ariuggist for—

CHICHESTERS PILLS
IMI

diamond A
in ri'J-iNISS OVIR V

brand
50 yea::-,

daughter M'liss live their lives, ever
in anticipation of the day when Twenty million people go to thc
movies each week in Great Britain,
“Bummer" will "strike it” in his according to the latest estimate.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

THOMASTON
SHIRLEY T. WTXJJAMB

Oarrespoodent

ftftftft
Tel. 190

Every-OtKer-Day
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Gay School House
A Jay See Has Interesting
Recollections of North
Main Street Building

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

ftftftft

««««
GILBERT HAHUOH
Corresponds*
ftftftft
Tel. 713

LUMO.f
Corresponded!

ftftftft
Tel.

2»

Less Than Fair Wage
Com’r Taylor Declares
That Fish Packing
Plants Pay It

ported on hls investigation to a
state board which met to obtain in
formation for use in its attempt to
establish a minimum “fair wage"
scale for such employes.
The board, created by the Legis
lature last winter, will submit its
recommendations later to Taylor,
The commissioner reported there
were 2.361 women and 315 minors
employed ih the fish-canning plants.
"It is difficult," said Tayolr, “to
estimate the relation of individual
or average earnings to hours worked,
because only three of the 27 fac
tories have kept a record of the
hours worked by piece-rate em
ployes.
"Slightly over 50 percent of the
factories employ some women on
an hourly basis paying from 30 to
33 cents an hour. The remainder
pay from 25 to 27 cents to women
working by tlie hour. There are 45
percent of the factories reported as
paying less than 20 cents per case
to women packers."
Taylor said approximately eight
percent of workers in the industry
were minors.
The 1939 payroll for women and
minors, he said, totaled $453,962
In that year the industry packed
2.172.810 cases, valued at $7,035,430.

Sender Crane Comgtaag
HOOVER SALES AND SERVICE

SPRING HAIS^

State Labor Commissioner J. W.
|Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Taylor said Thursday night an in
It looked natural to me when I
saw the picture of the old Gay
A Republican caucus will be held
Mrs. C. M Spruce entertained vestigation by his department of
Mrs. John Welch and Mrs. Wil , ,,
stood
"o'n'
'North"'Main'
"*
streer
at
the
Selectmen's
Office.
March
20
the
Sewing Club Wednesday after - wages paid to women and minors
mot Dow entertained at a supper
party Wednesday at Mrs. Welch’s Whether I wa.s represented in the! at 7.30 p. in. to elect officers and { noon at her heme on Sea street, in Maine's fish-packing industry
gay youth assembled in the J Choose delegates and alternates to I Quests were Mrs. Maynard leach, convinced him that a "substantial
home, in honor of their daughters, crowd of -----Mrs Everett Noble of Blaine, who happy group there leynnoi say the State Convention.
. Mrs. Herbert Lunt. Mrs. Theodore number ' were employed at less than
, ...
»».
,i
wninh I may have been as I believe I was
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook en- Wilson, Mrs. Roscoe Cooper. Mrs. a "fair wage."
is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
. i about sjx years 0[ age when I left
His assertion was made as he re
and Mrs. Earl Melgard, of Dam-1 my happy home a few houses north tertained the Nitsumsosum Club Francis Brodis and Betty Brodis.
ariscotta. A floral centerpiece was j of this building and reported to and husbands Monday night at pic Tlie next meeting will be with Mrs.
Others
used for the table, and the decora-(Miss Ella A. Booker. I had ra nic supper and bridge at their Maynard Leach.
avenue. He is survived by his wife,
$1.50 to $8.50
tions were in keeping with St Pat- .ceived some home Instruction in my heme. High honors went to Mr and
Mrs. Stonie T Jameson who has Lena Yates Betts. He was a mem
I A.B.C.'s and could spell "cat’’ and
rick's Day. Other guests were ...
Mrs. I other words of like degree. Result. Mrs. A. V. McIntyre with Mrs. Elsie been a surgical patient at the Mas ber of Camden Commandery.
Wilmot Dow of Damariscotta. Miss {bat on my first <jay at school I wasMunsey and Frederick Richards re- sachusetts Memorial Hospital in Knights Templar, and the Masonic
Light as fantasy, our new
Mildred Fulton and Miss Beatrice promoted into the third reader.
I ceiving low.
Boston has returned to the home of orders of Rockland. Tlie funeral
Later I attended school upstairs
Mr and
Frallk
of Mrs. C. H Morris, 4 Longfellow will be held Sunday at I o'clock
Burke of South Warren. Mrs. El
est
hats are wardrobe reali
the same building under instruc- I
frem the Oood funeral home. Rev.
mer Ingalls and son. John Merrill. in
tion from Miss Mary C. Tyler. Still Nonh Haven were guests Thurs- road. Cambridge.
ties, designed to make
Miss Dorothy Starrett. and Mrs. although I must have continued to; day and Friday of Mr. and Mis.
Mrs A W Rich and Miss Helen Weston P. Holman officiating, and
will
be
in
charge
of
the
CommandMelgard’s son, Peter Dow
advance in knowledge at tills school Mrs. Frank Rider.
the most of your spring
Rich will entertain the Congre
Mrs. Ouy lermond. daughter. my memory of events there ls rather ' q-he meeting of tlie Trytohelp gational Good Cheer Class Tuesday ery. Burial will be in Warren.
fashions.
Ready-to-wear,
----------------------bp
Mondgy night
Miss Glenice iLermond. and Mrs faint. I remember Maurice Wilson | CIub
Lelia Smalley have returned from j ^ttowa personal
Mrs. ciara Lane will be hostess night at their home on Elm street.
or we’ll individualize to
A box lunch supper wiU precede FRIENDSHIP
a visit to Boston.
me. John Ranlett. now of Rock-| March 25 at her home on Richards the business meeting.
your order.
The Baptist Sewing Circle met
Mrs. Earl Woodcock and Mrs. ville, was also a schoolmate.
| Hill.
Paini Sunday will be celebrated Tuesday with Mrs. E. H Lawry. Re
itm board
fencee i Mr< Albert v Rhodes was among
I remember the hifr
Doarci ien<
Alton Orover. assisted by Mrs.
at the morning service at the Bap freshments were served by the hos
Lester A. Post and Mrs. A. H. Rob «t the rear of the building bet ween,
tist Chuich. Tlie adult choir wUI tess assisted by Eda Lawry and Ma
the school lot and the S. H. Ourdy !
. .. '
,
inson of Rockland were hostesses lot on Rockland street. Also liow (afternoon for Mrs. Charles
sing Handel's "Largo" and "In the bel Beale.
at a Silver Link supper and social the larger boys used to shout "Old j Babb Jr., lield at llie home of Mrs. Beginning Was the Word" by Caryl
Mrs. J. R. Simmons has returned
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Scallop Mouth" at a man now long Orman Goodwin in Camden
Florio. There will be dedication of frm New Ycrk city.
dead
and
he
used
to
chase
them
Woodcock. Thirty .members and
Mr and Mrs. Z. M. Dwinal are children and a sermon by the pas
The Methodist Ladies Aid met
..jf on our ^jiy course our mind
guests of Miriam Rebekah Lodge as they climbed the fence and ran on motor trip to Florida.
tor on “Tlie Place of Hls Cruci with Mrs. Melvin Lawry V,edr.est0 hallow a]1
flnd
through to Rockland street. But
of Rockland were present, and fol
Dr. Oeorge H. Ingraham wlio has fixion." Church school convenes at
“Win" never harmed a boy in hls
day afternoon, a light repast being New treasures still, of countless price
lowing the picnic supper the even life nor had any intention of so been gt the home of Mr. and Mrs.
9 45: young people's forum at 6 served.
God will protide for sacrifice."
ing was spent enjoyably at cards doing. Fun for him as well as for M W Spear while recuperating
o'clock; vespers wtth the young peo
Recent callers on Mr and Mrs.
the
boy.
—John Keble.
and various games.
from a broken leg. will resume prac ple's choir at 7. Sermon subject
Wardell MacFar’and and Mrs. John
I cannot recognize a single one tice at hls Camden office Monday.
The BaptLst Ladies' Circle meets
of belting ribbon, planted
will be "What Are Your Inten D. Morse, were Waldo MacFarland
in this group picture yet perhaps
Wednesday at the vestry for work I may have known them all wlipn He Ls spending the weekend with tions?"
with African daisies. A
Probate Notices
and brother Harold, and Crosby
Mrs. Ingraham in Boston.
at 2 o’clock, business meeting at 5 it was taken.
how and streamers bal
Mlss Ellie Lou Leighton ls spend Thompson, all of South Bristol.
At that time from the corner of
and supper at 6 o’clock. Mrs.
Albeit Young ha* returned to the ing the weekend ln Rockland as
STATE OE MAINE
ance it with back interest.
They were acccmpanied home by
To all persons Interested In either
Hilda Keyes. Mrs. Anne Condon. Rockland street to comer of Cot C.C.C. Camp at Jefferson after a guest of Miss Ruth McMahon.
Mrs. Waldo .VarFarlina who had of the estates hereinafter named:
tage
street
the
houses
ran
as
fol

Mrs. Eunice Tillson and Mrs. Hilda
visit with liis parents, Mr and Mrs.
a Probate Court held at Rockland :
The stock in trade and fixtures been guest of tne MacFarlands and InAt
lows: Joseph Wooster. Luther Clark.
and for the County of Knox, on the ~
Paulsen are on the supper com Oliver Gay. Thomas CoUamore, Qay Earle Young.
a$ [bc chapman & Packard hard- Jrs Morse
20th day of February ln the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred
mittee. In the evening Mr. Per Schoolhouse and the Moody French
Rehearsals are now underway for ware store on Washington street
Kil. Bed.i.-.t, Miller was rcceit and forty and by adjournment from
ft
ron will speak on the subject "Oo
day to day from the noth day of said
guest of Mrs Gertrude Oliver.
land barber, also a schoolmate, lived ! will
presented March >4 at the
“W 81 ’ Rw*iV*r'S aucUon
♦
day of said February
The following
TeU the Disciples '
in the last named house. The Ip™*n,ed March 34 at
I Friday to Charles Cohen of Banmatters
having
been
presented
for
the
♦
Mrs. Alfred Morton is Ul with
AdTcrtlaementa tn thio column no,
action thereupon hereinafter indicated
Miss Frances Woodbury of Bel Joseph Wooster house was replaced BaptLst Church under the direction gor for 34475,
4
to excood thrm linos Inserted onoo foi
pneumonia and is being cared for tt hereby ORDERED
ft
cento, three times for 50 centa. Ad
fast, is guest of Mr. and Mrs. by the WlULs Ayer house, and I be of Mrs. C. V. Overman. Those tak
Richard Bond will be the guest by Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw and That notice thereof be given to all 25
SILVER pin lost Mondav between 8t
persons interested, by causing a copy ditional tinea flre cents each for one
lieve all others named have changed ing part are: Miss Feme Whitney. speaker at the Young People's forum Mrs Abbie Morton.
Clayton 6taples.
of this order to be pubtwhed three tune. 10 cants for three tlmee. Fire Peters' Rectory and Dr Leigh:. office
ownership several times.
small words to a lino.
Reward
TEI, 173-J
32 34
Mrs.
Alice
Marston.
Mrs.
Linai
Sunday
night
at
6
o'clock
at
the
weeks
successively
ln
The
Courier-Oa

The Parent-Teacher Association
Mr and Mrs. Almon Packard mo zette a newspaper published at Rock
The schoolhouse was moved to | JoyCe, Mrs Hazel Cam. Miss Mil- ZZ; ch*irth”
FOUND,
a
way
to
lose
bulges.
See
met Thursday night, the atten Gurdy street and is now finely dts- | dred
tored Sunday to Portland where land In said County, that-they may ft***«**w>******ftl your Spencer Corsetlere MRS .JOSE
--■
baptist enure...

at a Probate Court to be held
Mrs. Diana Pitts.
The chamber of Commerce will they visited tlieir daughter Mary appear
PHINE
T
PERRY,
76
Masonic
St
.
Tel.
dance banner going to the sixth guised as a tenement. The house j "7'“
at said Rockland on the 19th day of
1048
M
32 33
grade. The business meeting was known as the W. G. Butman house charles Marston. Robert Cain and meet Thursday at 7.30 o'clock at the who is a student nurse at the Maine March A. D 1940 at nine oclock tn
the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
LADYS pocketbook lost, contains
conducted by the president, Dr. took its place on North Main street. CarroU Richards.
YMCA.
they
see
cause.
General Hospital.
four *5 bills: $5 reward MRS ELEA
As I attended this school more
The O. W Bridge Club met for
FRANKLIN E BUTLER, late of War
NOR HASTINGS WEI,IS. 23 Cedar St..
E. R. Biggers. It was voted to help
Methodist worship tomorrow will
Mr. ana Mrs Ernest Maloney of ren.
than 55 years ago I don’t feel that play Tuesday afternoon at the
R I. RID chicks for sate. J J Warren Tel. 1148-J.
deceased
Will and Petition for
31*33
buy a projector to be used in the I am absolutely perfect in my recol
be at 10 30 with preaching by the Port Clyde. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fel- Probate thereof, asking that the same strain Massachusetts. 10c each, straight
run.
DIAMOND
T
POULTRY
RANCH.
—
may
ha
proved
and
allowed
and
that
home
of
Mrs.
Mary
Spear.
Next
schools. There was a discussion lections of events of that period.
pastor, subject. "The Journey to ker and son Robert and daughter Letters Teatauientary issue to Annie Waldoboro. Tel. 153.
26 tf R
ft
in regard to joining the National Probably survivors of that era are week Mrs. John Tnompson will Jerusalem." There will be a recep Florence were recent visitors at Mr E. Butler of Warren, she being the
«
CLEMENTS Reds. Rocka. Crosses Set
Executrix named tn said Will. Without
serve
as
hostess.
few.
Those
gone
were
probably
Association of Parent-Teachers
links hare pep and profit ability
*
tion to new members. Church and Mrs. Arthur MacFarland's.
bond
Malne-U
3
Pullorum
Clean.
Customers
I
t
Rockport High School Band and School and Bible classes met at
I
Associations, and also tlie question widely scattered. I remember one
MARTHA BURGESS late of Warren, are extra enthusiastic
Pullet
chicks
p,
V.
N
Kelley
of
'Fairhaven,
Mass
,
schoolmate Qeorge MacGregor was
V<
WIU and Petition for Pro in all breeds. There are good reasons
of keeping the school grounds in lost in the November gale of 1898 Dramatic Club will present, a con 1145. Happy Hour service at 7 was a biasiness caller Thursday at deceased
bate thr rcof, a»kmg that the same may told In free catal
—
---------Write
for
It now
HEATED apt to let all modern Good
be proved and allowed and that Letters
order during the summer was whieh sunk the Steamer Portland. cert and three one-act plays at o'clock will consist of a praise serv the home of Clayton Oliver
FARMS. Rt. 33 location. Apply the MEN'S SHOP Main
Testamentary issue to Elizabeth B Rob Winterport. Mr.
Bt. oor Park
33.tf
Monday night, under the ice with talk by the pastor, topic.
brought up, this last to be furthi r With him it took a very near neigh- ,Town
inson
of
Warren,
she
being
the
Execu

William Hall Sr. of Cushing was
trix named tn said Will, without bond
Manton Hall of Rockland street, joint direction-of Richard Thomas
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel.
discussed and decided upon at the bor.
T > „.
i "He Was Angry." soloist, Mrs. AUen in this vicinity last Saturday to visit
CHARLES C
WALL, late of St.
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
23-tf
t know what vessel they were and Leroy Moon. Comedies, farces. pflv«o„
Then, will he .
next meeting. Miss Rebecca Rob Iin.don
Oeorge. deceased. Will and Petition
Frank Mank of Hope was also a instrumental
5
There ™ be a union friends.
STORE to lel at 44 Park St. TEI..
for
Probate
thereof,
asking
that
the
d .P^
ef'I communion service Tliursday at
ertson. Mrs. Madeline Hanley and schoolmate and ma.v be in the pic-i.r‘„™^^l
800. Rockland Grain Co.
31*33
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses was in South same may br proved aud a.lowed and
will furnish an evening oy amuse ' 7 30 o clock at the Baptist Church.
that
Letters Testamentary issue to
Miss Eleanor Seeber were appont- ture.
Bristol last weekend.
APARTMENT, furnished and heated,
NeUie AverUl Wall of St George, she ft*****w>*«w,***ft
ment
Perhaps Mrs. Clark who sent in
to let at 14 MASONIC ST
32*34
ed to serve as a nominating com
Mrs. Sarah Barnes wiU celebrate
Tlte M. E. Choir met with Eliza being the Ehecutrlx named ln said Will,
FRIENDSHIP sloop for sale. 26 ft.,
SUNNY front room to let.
Quiet
mittee to report at the next meet this fine relic of the old days may
good condition. FRANKLIN COMERY
her 95th birthday Monday. She is beth Winchenpaw Tuesday night without txmtL
Inquire 28
OUY C. PEASLEE late of Vinalhaven. 2 Dwight St. Thomaston. Tel. 79 32*34 and ln central location
be able to name most of them
In Town Meeting
ing. Harrison Lyseth, Commis shown.
Masonic 3t . MRS HENDERSON 31*33
in member of the Baptist Church, to rehearse music for Easter.
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TWO
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water
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for
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may

Raymond B MacFarland. electri Ladies of the GA R, Sons of Vetsioner of Secondary Education, of
FURNISHED house to let. living, din
• • • •
A Jay See
be proved and allowed and that Let chickens for sale: alao two two-gallon ing and bed room, single bedroom, bath,
< al engineer, is a candidate for ' erans Auxiliary
Augusta, was the speaker and gave
ters Testamentary Lsaue to Maude fountains: one bale hen wire, four feet kitchen, pantry, sun porch furnace;
She makes her
Empty Dory Found
All In good available March 8. DELIA YORK. Ill
Peaslee of Vinalhaven. she being tbe high, twolnch mesh
(school committee membership at | home with her son and daughterinteresting facts.
Orlando Cushman's empty dory Executrix named In said Wlil. with condition MAURICE JONES Clark Pleaaant Bt. City
26-tf
At 7 o'clock there will be a sermon-, x»„_j.... .
.
i
--------------- ■----Island.
33*35
out
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Mr. and Mrs. Earl Melgard and ette, "Finding Our Place" and the
* °Un me€ting' Mr Mar" In-law. Mr and Mrs. Ai thur Barnes. was found adrift in the harbor here
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s4l
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MRS
and toilet, partlallv heated 12
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Dow of New
Thursday, according to an Associ 12S?7'FRANK STUDLEY. Thomaaton, house rooms
BaptLst Choral Society, under the Farland for two year.s a citizen of 37 Megunticook street.
Knox St. TEL. 156-W
19-tf
castle are spending the weekend
Ovster River. Warren road 33-tf
Rockport,
married
with
a
six-yearMrs.
Annie
Young
entertained ated Press despatch, giving rise to Probate thereof, asking Uiat the same w
direction of Mrs. Orace M. Strout.
FOUR room apartment with bath to
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let.
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PARLOR suite 515. for sale, porcelain
fears for tlie safety of thc 55-year- Letters Testamentary issue to Mahlon
will present the _____
sacred ________
L Turner of Washington, he being the top table, typewriter, bed screen, dishes, Apply 7 Billot St.. Thomaston. TEL 24
Mrs. Ada Chadwick was hostess "The Crucifixion." by Sir John j intensel>' interested in school mat- day' afternoon. A pleasant social old lobsterman.
Executor named in said Will, without lamps, rummage
CHESTQt WAI.to the Thursday Niters this week Stainer Soloists are to be Harold ters' and comes naturally by it. His hour followed thc business »sesIACE. Warren
32-34
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
State iJOlic? said they werp told bond.
MABEL
FLORENCE
CHRISTOPHE,
modern Apply at Camden and Rockwith all members of the club pres W Greene and Byron Knowlton. \father Raymond A. MacFarland. sion. The dining room was attrac- that Cushman, ln poor health re late of Jacksonville. Florida, deceased
IF you like to Draw. Sketch or Paint land Water Co . TEI. 634.
27-tf
ent except Mrs. Josephine Stone. tenors. and Edward Newconibe and s a
Exemplified copy of Will and Probate ee Talent Test ad ln Instruction
time educator and author . tively decorated and tlie favors and cently, had left Friendship Sunday thereof,
TWO unfurnished apartmenu to let
31*33
together with a Petition lor column
Prizes at beano were won by Mrs. Raymond K. Oreene. baritones. (^e was a professor for many years color scheme were in keeping with for hls home on Long Island, about Proba'e of Foreign Will, asking that
Tel 629-M. ELLA COLLINS. 25 North
DIVAN, over stufled chair, single
27-tf
Addie Jones for high score, and Tliursday for the weekly prayer at Middlebury «Vt.) College and is St. Patrick's Day observance. Re- a fourth of a mile from the main the copy of said wUI mav be allowed white Iron bed. spring and mattress, Main SL
filed and recorded In the Probat Court
FURNISHED rooms to let
desir
set for sale
Inqiure MRS HBTMrs. Arnie Mank for low. In two meeting at 7 o'clock, the pastor at present actively engaged in edu- freshments were served. It was land. and had not been seen since. of Knox County and that Letter* reed
TOR O 8TAFLIS. Tel. 1146-W. 29 Ad- able location. MRS A. C. JONES. 5
Testamentary be issued to Eveleen C. montem Ave.
126-tf
32-34 Talbot Ave.. Tel. 576.
weeks tlie club will hold its next will use as topic "Where Christ cation in a Western state. For sev-'
hostess' birthday and she reDiscovery of thc dory also was re Hines of Jacksonville. Florida, without SPENCER Individually designed foun
meeting with Mrs. Etta Benner. Begins." Good Friday at 7- p. m. eral years he headed the New Eng- ceived gifts, cards, congratulations ported to coast guards.
bond
dation garments and surgical suports:
ET.T.A G C DANIEL, late of Duval corsetlere JOSEPHINE T PERRY 76 ft*-a--a--«--«--a--*»-a-**--e.
Members of the Busy Eight Club there will be a union service with land association for secondary ; alMl 2ood wishes from many friends
Oounty. Florida, deceased
Exempli Masonic St , Tel 1048-M
31-33
were entertained at the home of Rev H F Leach of thc Federated school men.
fied copy of WUI and Probate thereof,
I Mrs. Charles Perry and Mrs. Alec
CHASE portable saw mill for eaJe.
together
with
a
Petition
for
Probate
of
Notices of Appointment Foreign Will, asking that the oopy of also Cole traveling bed planer: V-8
Mrs. Minnie Wilson Wednesday for Church,’ the speaker. This will be
Raymond B. MacFarland is a na- (Ollllnor »^e spending the weekend
said will may be allowed, hied and Ford truck L H PERRY. Owls Head
a picnic dinner and social after held in the vestry.
tive of Vermont having been born in in Boston where they will attend
31*33
Coun
of Knox
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro-, recorded ln the Probate
.
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MIDDLE aged American woman wishes
noon. Tlie birthdays of Mrs. Annie
bate
for
the
County
of
Knox
ln
the
County,
and that Letters Testamentary
DRY fitted hard wood for aale. $10: position as cook or housekeeper: best
Federated Church. Sunday School Middlebury. He completed hls edu-',he
^S'-and Flower Show.
of Maine, here try certify that In he Issued to Bveleen O Hines of Jack- Junks, long: soft wood sUbs; kindling
Wyllie and Mrs. Etta Benner were at 9.45 and at 11 o'clock there will cation at Syracuse University get-i 07 Georie Ingraham is spending State
ol references. Write "HOUSEKEEPER '
the following estates the persons were sonvUle. Florida, without bond
T J CARROLL. Warren. Tel Rockland careCourier-Gazette
33-lt
fittingly celebrated, each receiving be a special Palm Sunday Service ting his degree in 1931. Since that |,he ww,kcn<1
26-tf
Boston. He has appointed Administrators. Executors. ESTATE PEARL ORANT. late of 263-21
GOOD, used coal brooder stove want
Guardians and Conservators and on Somerville Mas*., deceased
Petition
a gift from the members and a with members of the Sunday
D A H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut ed.
W W DEAN Washington St,
for Administration, asking that B Eliot
time he has been employed by the
confined to the house for sev- the dates hereinafter named:
$14.50 per ton. del Household soft coal
29-31
birthday cake forming the center- School taking part. This is en
ALVIN O. POTTLE, late of Friend Finn ot Boston. Mass. or some other t> per ton, del. Lumpy new River soft Camden
eral
weeks
with
a
broken
ankle.
New York Electrical and Oas Cor
ship. deceased
Lewvlile J Pottle of suitable person, be apolnted Admr. tt per ton. del. Ask for swap for cosh
PAPER hanging, painting, carpen
piece for the dinner. Other mem titled "Behold. Thy King Cometh!"
with
bond.
"Brother Rat and a Baby" with Rockland was appointed Executor. Feb
tickets It. B. A C. O. PERRY. 519 Main tering; latest design wallpaper for sale,
poration and for the past two years
20. 1940. without bond
ELMER AMBB.
bers present were Mrs. Susie New The address will be "The March
ESTATE HERMAN M DRAKE. Ute of Bt.. TeL 487
27-tf samples on request
Priscilla Lane. Wayne Morris, Eddie
by Central Maine Power Co.
Ingraham Hill, TeL 1003 W.
31*33
EARIE McINTOSH. late of HnckUnd, Owl's Head deceased Petition for Ad
bert, Mrs. Dora Kalloch, Mrs. Lucy of Triumph", and the Junior
HARD
coal
for
sale,
$14.50:
Pocahonministration.
asking
thst
Maude
E.
Albert and Ronald Reagan, Ls the deceased Mona M Mclntnwh of Rock
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, age 50-65:
He
comes
of
old
line
Maine
stock,
a
soft
lumpy,
$0;
dry
fitted
hare
Tolman
of
Hockland.
or
some
other
laud
was
appointed
Executrix,
Feb
20,
Sillery, Mrs. Letitia Starrett, and Choir will sing a selection from
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel country lady preferred. HENRY C.
suitable person, be appointed Admx . wood, $10
hls fathers forebears having been feature at the Comique Theatre 1940. without bond.
31-33
Thomaaton 62 .
27-tf BRYANT. West Rockport
Mrs. Oertrude Hahn.
"Jerusalem." by Parker. The an among the original settlers of Han Sunday and Monday; also "Tlie
MARGARET E GRAVES. Ute of with bond.
USED upright ptano wanted Must
ESTATE
GERTRUDE
M
SABIN,
late
HARD
wood
per
foot,
fitted.
$1.25
Rockland,
deceased
Martin
S
Oraves.
The BaptLst Mission Circle will them by the Senior Choir Ls "There
March of Time" featuring "Thc Re of Rockland was appointed Executor. of Camden, deceased Petition for Ad Sawed. $1.15. long. $1 OS. M. B. A C. O. be ln good condition. MArNE MUSIC
31-30
meet at the vestry Tuesday at 2 Cometh a King," by Adains. At cock County, and partly for that public of Finland." Jane Withers Feb 20, 1940, without bond.
27-tf CO.. Tel. 706. City.
ministration.
asking
that Cynthia FERRY. Tel. 487.
MAN wanted for sale* work in rural
GENEVA H BURNS, late of Rock Cram of Bangor, or some other suit
o'clock. Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh is 6 o'clock the Epworth League will reason, he is glad to be back in in "High School" and "Mutiny in
districts of Maine: must own and op
land. deceaad Mary E. McKinney of able person, be appointed Admx , with
to be the leader, speaking of hold a reception service for new this section. Mr. MacFarland will the Big House" with Charles Bick Rockland wa. appointed Executrix. Feh. out bond.
erate car. free to travel; dally guaran
tee to start: commission and expense
deeply
appreciate
any
support
given
ESTATE
OUY
A.
HEAL,
late
of
Cam

20.
1940.
without
ibond.
"Women and Social Problems’’
contribution.
Apply at FOSS HOUSE.
members. The topic for the evenPetition for License to
ford and Barton MacLane is the
MARY A DONOHUE late of Rock den. deceased
The Friendly Club will meet with ing service at 7 o'clock is "A Guest him Monday in his candidacy for double feature playing today
land. deceased Bridget Kirkpatrick of Sell certain Real Estate, situated ln
Bananas are largely responsible Park St. ask for Mr Waterman 31*33
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
Rockland was appointed Executrix, Feh Camden, and fully described ln said
Mrs. Earl Woodcock Wednesday at and An Inmate " Thursday night
**ool
Petition, presented by DenzelU Heal for the $15,000,000 harbor develop called for and delivered T. J. FLEM
Charles BaU. 77. died Thursday 20. 1940. without bond
of
Camden,
Admx.
ING.
19 Birch St.. Tel 212-WK
28-tf
at 7.30 there will be a reception I
*•
7.30.
ANN OBRIEN Ute of Warren, dement project on Costa Rica's Pa
morning at Ills homc on Park street cea-xxj.
ESTATE ROSE DAVIS HARRINGTON
Walter S O'Brien of Rockland
PATIENTS or elderly people wanted
for new members of thc church.
~_________ after a long illness. He was bom was appointed Admr, Feb. 20, 1940. ol Rockland. Petition for License to cific coast, about 60 miles south of to car$ lor In my home. MRS NELLIS
Sell certain Real Estate, situated In
In The Churches
bond
GROTTON, 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1091-W
followed by tlie Sacrament of the
in Norfolk, England, but liad been without
and fully described In said Puntarenas, western terminus of the
21-tf
JANE ABELI. HOMER. Ute of Balti Rockland,
St. James’ Catholic Cliurch. Lord’s Supper. Friday night there (
presented by Alan L Bird of trans-Costa-Rican railroad.
a resident of this country for many more. Maryland, deceased Charle* F Petition,
Rockland, Gdn
Mass at 9 a. m. Palm Sunday.
Dwinal of Camden was appointed Admr.
will be a union Oood Friday Ser
"It was at the Philadelphia Cen
years. He is survived by his wife Feh 20. 1940. without bond
ESTATE EFFIE J. SEAVEY. late of
ft
St. John's Cliurch. Palm Sun vice at the BaptLst vestry, Rev
Thomaston, deceased
First and final
4
two sons, and three daughters
JAMES A. FLYNN, late of Rockland, account presented for allowance by tennial Exposition of 1876 that the
Alabama
day. At 9 a. m.. Blessing, distri Mr. Leach the speaker.
deceased. Alan L Bird of Rockland Levi Seavey. Exr.
blond
banana
made
Its
formal
Funeral
services
will
be
held
Sun

Connecticut
wa* appointed Admr. C. T A . Feb 20,
bution and procession of palms and
ESTATE MONTORO R PII.IJ5BURY. American debut in a tinfoil wrap
day at 3.30 from the residence, 8 1940. and qualified hy filing bond on late
ft-*^-**-«a*-a*-a.*.*.**»«*t|
Delaware
of Rockland, deceased. First and
Sung Eucharist. At 5 p. m., Even
same date
A 1940 successor to Community
final
account presented for allowance per,' says a bulletin from the Wash
Park
street,
Rev.
WUUam
E
Berger
OLD AT 40? OET PEP' MEN. WCMVH.
ELMER E RACKLIFF. late of South by Monlra
District of Columbia
song. Monday to Thursday, in
Crockett Pillsbury. Exx.
oyster stimulants, tonics ln OS
Fair is the big|Caniival-Fair to b"
officiating. Burial wiU bc in Moun Thomaston, deceased Alan L Bird of ESTATE ELMER E RACKLIFF. late ington, D. C., headquarters of thc Raw
Florida
clusive, services will be held at
TREX Tablets often needed after 40
Rockland was appointed Executor, Feb
lield April 4-5 in Community Build
of Rockland, deceased First and anal National Geographic Society.
tain
cemetery.
by
bodies
lacking iron, calcium, phos
20.
1940.
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
Georgia
720 a. m. and 7. 30 p. m. Wednesday
account preaented for allowince by
phorus. Iodine, Vitamin B. 73-year-old
Feb at. 1940
ing. All local, every penny to buy
"Last
year
nearly
flve
million
Capt.
James
R
Betts
died
Thurs
Alan
L
Bird
ot
Rockland.
Exr.
DOCTOR
writes:
"Took It myself. Re
Illinois
the preacher will be Rev. Walter N
HARLAND J
CALDERWOOD
of
fine." Get 35c size today. Call,
Rockland's inhalator - resuscitator.
day morning at his home on Harden Rockland. Stuart C, Burgess of Rock ESTATE JOHN E ROSS, late of Rock stems or ‘stalks' of bananas were sults
Indiana
Hotchkiss, assistant priest at Sl.
write
C.
H
MOOR
A CO
28'39
land was appointed Guardian. Feb. 20, land. deceased First and final account
Orand entertainment, grand fun. a
(Noted by E. O. Pinkham>
1940 and qualified hy filing bond Feb. presented for allowance by Laura A. shipped from Costa Rica alone, 80
FLOORS Sanded—Now Is thc time.
Luke's Cathedral. Portland. Good
Ranlett, Admx.
worthy objective.
31-23
21. 1940
percent of the country's production Avoid the rush T have best .sanding
AILMTACTURERS CASUALTY
Maryland
Friday, services 12 m. to 3 p. m. and
equipment lu Maine. Little hand work
LOUIS W HART late of Camden, de
EDWARD G DAY. late of Rockland,
insurance COMPANY
coming
to the United States. Of the necessary Will go anywhere. I uso
Massachusetts
deceased
Ella IBeal of Rockland was ceased. will and petition for probate
7.30 p. m.; Saturday, Easter Even,
919 Walnut SL, Philadelphia. Pa
Never need to ho
thereof, asking -hat the same may be total Costa Rican export. 1.151,569 Seal-Tight finish
appointed
Executrix.
Feb
20.
1940.
and
TIIE COMMERCIAL CMOS URE
ASSETS DEC .11. 1939
Michigan
sanded again. RALPH L. RICHARDS.
at 8.30 a. m. and 4 p. in.
qualified by filing bond Feb 26. 1940. proved and allowed and that letters
1NSI RAM E COMPANY
Tel. 952, City, 25 Franklin St
31-33
Real
Eatate.
971.
0S8
“
i
testamentary
Issue
to
Fred
Peirce
and
stems
were
from
the
Pacific
region
New
YorH.
N.
Y.
Missouri
OUY A HEAL, late of Camden, de
Baptist Church. Sunday School
Mortgage Loans.
53 0»0 GO
IF You Like To Druw. Sketch or
ceased Denzella Heal of Camden was Ruth H Peirce of South Weymouth, and 3.803, 12a from (Limon, now the
ASSETTS. DEC 31,. 1939
Stocks
and
Bonds.
7
20VGS7
»«
Ma*s..
they
being
the
Executors
named
(noted by E. O Pinkham >
at 9.45, worship at 11 o'clock. Music Stocks and Bond*.
Paint Write for Talent Test (No fee).
appointed Admx. Jan. 16. 1940. and
$2,890 754 49 j
Caah In Oflice and Bank
499 554 52 qualified
In said will, without bond.
principal port and the Carribcan Give age and occupation Box “F. S I "
by filing ibond Feb 26. 1940
163.280 93 '
New Hampshire
for this sprvice includes two selec Cash In Other and Bank
Premiums in course of
ESTATE
NETTIE
M.
GRIFFIN,
late
care The Courier Gazette
31*33
FRED S CARVER. Ute of North
139.054 1.1 i
Atfrnts Balances.
collection.
518.244 fis
ol Rockland, deceased First and filial coast terminus of the Costa Rica
New Jersey
tions by the junior Choir, ' Palms," Bills Receivable,
3 017 44 ,
Ladlea—Rellanie hair goods at RockInterest and Rents.
59.564 04 Haven, deceased. Constance E Carver account presented for allowance by Wil
of North Haven was appointed Execu
Railroad. Blight and soil exhaus land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
16 356 771
New York
by Faure, and "The Old Rugged Interest ancl Rents,
liam A. Griffin. Exr
10.027 "4 !
solicited. H. O. RHODES, TeL 519-J.
All other Assets.
Dross Assets.
48.405559 62 trix Feb 27, 1940. without bond
ESTATE NANCY J. TRIBOU. late of tion have caused the abandonment
Cross,'’ and a trumpet solo, "The
Ohio
144-S-tf
EMILY J BUTLER, late of Warren,
Rockport,
deceased.
First
and
final
$3,318,011 28
Admitted,
Gross Assets.
Bernice C. Waldron of Bev
of many of the large banana planta
$8 406.559 62 deceased
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
Holy City," by Adams, played by Deduct
Pennsylvania
account presented for allowance by
items not admitt ed. 420.927 24
erly.
Mass,
was
appointed
Exx.
Feb.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1939
hauling waste and ashes.
tions in the Atlantic region, and dependable
Dudley Harvey.
The children's
20. 1940, without bond
Gilford » Howard A. Tribou, Exr.
Texas
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399. 14-tf
Net Unpaid Losses.
$2,379,471 94 Butler ot South Thomaston was ap
$2,888,084 04
Admitted.
ESTATE L. G. HUPPER. Ute of Ten the rapid development of the Pa
Unearned
Premiums.
story ls entitled "Nail Soup" and
1.484 446 97 pointed Agent In Maine.
SKATES sharpened. H. H Crle Co
Vermont
ants Hurbor. deceased. First and final
LIABIUTIES DEC 31. 1939
All other Liabilities.
465.965 56
for quickest service, leave at 406 Main
the morning sermon, "The King Net Unpaid Losses.
ELIZABETH A
WTOGIN, Ute ot account presented for allowance by cific coast plantations is responsi St.. 3rd floor CRIE'S Iron shop.
Washington
$68 844 00
Contingency Reserve.
7.W.OOO 00
27-tf
Alan
L.
Bird
of
Rockland.
Exr.
Gilford
903.527 01
Cash Capital,
Premium4;.
1 000.000 00 South Thomaston, deceased.
ble for the additional harbor de
of Hearts" Christian Endeavor at Unearned
West Virginia
WASTE and ashes removed reason
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. EsAll other Liabilities.
82 .179 •to
Surplus over all Liabilities 2.326.675 15 B Butler of South Thomaston was ap
able rates, dependable service. STAN
pointed Exr. Feh 28. 1940. and quali
ulre. Judge of probate Court for Knox velopment."
1 000.000 (Ml
6 o’clock is in charge of Lucille Cash Capital.
Wisconsin
HALL, Tel 3lf or call at Hall's service
fied by filing bond on same date.
ounty. Rockland, Maine.
Total Liabilities and
838.333 63
• • • •
Gillis, Grace Paulsen and Eleanor Surplus over all Llubilltlc
station. Main and Winter Sts.
17-tf
Surplus,
$8,406,359 62
Attest:
Attest:
E C. Moran Company Inc.. Agents
New Brunswick
CHARLES I,. VEAZIE
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
KEYS! Keys! Keys! Keys! Keysl Keyal
Nelson, using the subject "Intro Total Inabilities and
Cider, when first made in Eng
$2 888.084 04
Rockland Me , Tel, 98
Surplus,
Register,
Ragkter.
Locks repaired. Kevs cut from code.
Quebec
ducing Your Friends To Christ."
33-S- 39
33-S 39
27-8-33
27-B-33 land, about 1284, was called wine.
H. H CRIE A CO . 328 Muln St.
27 ti

Laden with Flowers and
Veils, Streamers and
Chignon Bows ... $3.98

In Everybody’s Column

;LOST AND FOUND

iEGGS AND CHICKS!

♦

TOLET

■»**»*******«■
FOR SALE

WANTED

What Bananas Did

Spying Auto Plates

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

S

>
Every-Other-Day
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Rubinstein Ciub

R. H. S. Students To Graduate With Honors

Wawenock Club met Wednesday
with Mis. Prances Norton, quota
tions being given from Edwin Mark
ham. Current events were followed
by an excellent paper on "New Or
leans," prepared and read by Mrs.
Lelia Benner. The question box
was discussed and refreshments
served.

This And That

By K. S. F.

Boo!

Mrs. Strout Presents In
teresting Program Fea
turing “Modernism
In Music”

They Are Organized
Cancer Control Cam
paign Forces Ready For
Knox County Drive;
Mrs. Cowan Local Head

Dealing witli "Modernism in Mu
sic" with a near-local touch of mu
sical happenings at Bowdoins In
stitute of Modern Music. Mrs. Orace
| Strout, a.s program chairman, pre
sented a paper of lively interest,
la.st night at Rubinstein Club.
Touching briefly on Finland. Rus
sia, Scandinavia and Spain. Mrs.
Strout paid tribute to France for Its
fascinating fandango rhythm. To
quote, “Here we find one who is
I called. the father of modern music,
Claude Debussey." When Paderewski
was asked to discuss modern music,
he said. “Debussey is modern enough
for me; hc expresses tlie national
(mind of France, as one likes to
think of it when life is not to be
taken too seriously .
In Germany we know of no one
who is expressing Hls modernism

Knox County is swinging down
the home stretch of organizing its
annual cancer control drive under
sponsorship of the Knox County
Hospital Auxiliary. Mrs. William
Ellingwood is vice commander of
tlie Woman's Field Army, in general
charge of Knox County activities.
The county Ls divided Into Camden,
Thomaston. Vinalhaven and Rock
land districts for campaign pur
poses. A general meeting of all
wdtkers in the county Ls called for
7.30 p. ni.. March 27, nt the tower
room, Community Building. Dr. C.
H. Jameson will be the speaker.
There will be talking motion pictures
, ln addition.
,
HoraUo c<Jwan h major.ln.
! charge of the Rockland district, witn
^rs. Qiinlore soul? Os assistant. On
i h„ gencra, commlttw are Drs.
ln a musical way. She ha.s her Ellingwood, Fogg, Jameson, PoppleBach, Beethoven. Brahms and Mo- slone Kfnt scic, L,
zart incorporated.
ton. Mayor Veazie, Supt. of Schools
Here in America, a real stroke dimming, Principal Blaisdell, J.
seems to liave been made in the di M. Pomeroy, J. M. Richardson, Miss
rection of a distinct style of music. Ellen Daly. Miss Eliza Steele, Mrs.
This musical idea seems to liave Mary Perry Rich, Miss Charlotte
been founded on iany scale or Buffum, Mrs. Lsidor Gordon, Mrs.
melodic form. It seems lo be die Susie Lamb, Mrs. Hervey C. Allen,
combining of high and low tones, Rev. C. H. Olds, Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson
so welded together, that they form 1 and Rev. Dr. Ixiwe. Mrs. Allen will
effects, never heard before.
serve as Knox County treasurer and
At the (Bowdoin Institute last Mr. Richardson as publicity chalrApril. Aaron Copeland was tlie out- man.
standing exponent of this bom- J
bastic type, punching the keyboard
a.s he played his own composition.
Tlie Finnish Relief Fund from
The young man who turned the
Knox
County sends in these ack
pages for the composer, watched the
notes, not as a cat watches a mouse, nowledgements which went into the
but as one would watch a flaming splendid record of the county, all
funds having been sent to head
torch near a stick of dynamite!
Our own Rocklund born musician quarters.
List A:
Walter Piston, stands high in the
world of modern music. Several Robert Ulmer. Aux. No. 9 U.
S. V. W. by Adah E.
of those who heard this concert,
$2 00
Roberts. Treas........ ——.
thought him the warmist aspirant
10.00
to this goat. Hc causes some strange Friend of Finland ...............
Good
WIU
Grange,
No.
367
sounds, but his patterns are recog
2.00
Jesse A Milles. Treas.......
nizable. His works are used by
1.00
C. E. Overlock .....................
great conductors.
Coflee
Collections
at
Jan.
24
The Biennial Convention of the
8.00
Meeting ...........................
National Federation of Music Club...
held last May in Baltimore, might Oood Will Orange No. 367
CfiD
by Jesse A. Mills. Treas. ..
have served as a sort of clearing
5 00
house for native works. The ultra A. J. Spaulding. Rockland ..
1.06
modern, such as was heard at Bow S Ruohomaa, Rot kland

During the reign of King James
I, Lord Craven expressed the dcI sire to see the great Ben Jonson.
Mrs. Lena Rollins wa.s supper
! Word readied the famous man in
chairman and Mrs. Lina Carroll
directly, and he presenled himself
was hostess at the beano party,
in person at the nobleman's door.
Miss Madeline Philbrick came when Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
Due to hts shabby appearance, the
from Westbrook Junior College to Thursday. Plans for the conven
porter refused him admission. Ben
day, to spend 10 days' vacation with tion were discussed at tlie business
Jonson held hls ground.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. E. session and readings were given by
Hearing the argument, Lord Cra
Philbrick. '
Mrs. DorLs Ames and Mrs. Jennie
ven earne to the door. "I understand your Lordship wanted to see
Mrs. John M. Richardson was Pietrosky. Mrs. Mae Cross will
me," said the wily (Ben.
hostc;s Thursday night to W I N. have charge of the next supper.
"To see me, and who are you?"
Club at cards and luncheon. High
_
scores were won bv Mrs. Clinton* The Pllk[rim H°*n<™aker» of
queried the aristocrat haughtily.
Barbour. Miss Pearl Borgerson andi Congregations1 Church will meet
“Ben Jonson,1 wa.s the startling
I Tuesday night at 8 o'clock for an
reply.
Mrs. Vance Norton.
ice cream party at the home of
"Ben Jonson? Impassible. You
An advisory board meeting of the Mrs. Walter Barstow. Ocean street.
cannot be the man who wrote ‘The
N.Y.A. project was held Wednes
Silent Woman.' You look as if you
Mrs.. A B. Norton went this morn
—Photo by Blackinton. couldn't say 'Boo' to a goose."
day with Mrs. Anne Snow. Mrs.
Front row, left to right: Jessie Olds. Sylvia Hayes, valedictory: Beverly Bowden. Hilda Spear. Elizabeth Lurvev.
Snow was elected chairman and ing to Port Fairfield where she will Back row: Richard Rising, Pearl Leonard, Kathleen Dean, Betty Beach, salutatory; Perry Howard.
"Boo!" said Ben Jonson, leaving
make
a
fortnight's
visit
with
her
Mrs. Flora Merchant, secretary.
a much chastened nobleman.
nephew, Deputy Collector Ralph F
• • • •
Mrs. Frederick Cates was hos
T Club members were guests of Haraden.
General's Orders
tess to X C S. Club this week
Mrs. Veda Brown last night, for nn
General Jackson gave explicit or
Miss Emma Hatch of Allston,
evening of needlework, at her home
ders
that there be no work or un
Figure in Public Library
Red Cross Yam Fund
Opportunity Class of tlie First i
in Rockport. Refreshments were Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
necessary noLse in his encampment
Baptist Church gave a stork sliow- i
Story Hour—Emma Lou
Sumner Waldron.
Needs Contributons
served.
on Sunday mornings. One Sabbath
er at Uie home of Mrs Elmer Kaler, J
morning an officer came to Uie gen
Peaslee
and
Dennis
Quickly
;
Need
Is
Acute
Sleeper Bible Class meets Mon
Mrs. Frank Fields entertained Inland street last night. Many |
eral's tent complaining that some
dapity
and
useful
gifts
were
re'
Trask
Win
day with Mrs. A. L. Hall, nt her Chummy Club this week the prizes
The Red Crass Yarn Fund needs Methodist soldiers had assembled
home on Masonic street.
going to Mrs. Emerson Sadler, Mrs. ceived. Tlie time was spent witli a i The Friday afternoon Story Hour the support of every person in Knox in violation of his orders and liad
Pearl Look and Mrs. H R. Mullen. social program under tlie direction at the Public Library was attend Oounty who wishes to aid the suf- j opened a prayer meet big.
of Margaret Adams and Mrs. Helen
Mrs. Clarence Daniels entertained
ed by about 90 children. The prizes fering and disaster ridden men. j '°° and
thpnl'"
<*»»Chapin Class members, this week
Mrs. Clara Clark is very grate McKinney. It consisted of read were awarded to the SixUi Grade
eral Jackson, “and request that
women and children of crushed Fin-1
the evenin'! being devoted to char- ful to her friends for remembering ings by several •: embers ol thr cla.'A,
they do not forget me ln their
boy and girl writing the best essay
ity sewing Tiie meeting of next I }^r on j,fr birthday with cards.gifts I alsc Humorous impersonations by
land The need today and in the j prajws
forbj(, ,(ut prayint(
on "Where I would like to travel in
Tuesday is postponed.
and a birthday cake
several. Refreshments were served the United States." This was an! immediate months ahead will be should be an uncommon noLse in
by the hostesses, Margaret Adams, America montir project.
ITic r.en mQrc severp than duHng the my camp."
Mrs. Lena Merrill will be hostess
prizes^ went to Emma Lou Peaslee I
Dr. and Mrs. Charles D. NorUi Edith Gregory and Mrs. Helen Me- (and
Dennis Trask, with honorable war Pfrlot'- for suffering will necesto Sunshine Society Monday after
left this morning on a fortnight's Kinney. Among the guests were mer.ticn going to Lucille Mank and ‘ sarily be vastly aggravated by the
.America and the Peace
noon.
Mrs. Ciara Emery, teacher of the !
stories were lold unsettled condition during recon
trip to Florida.
I commend to those who are
class, Mrs. Marion Lindsey, presi- ' by Mrs. Ella Gateomb, who also di struction.
thinking of the ultimate peace that
Thc Rounds Mothers Class will
Mrs. Arthur Blackman is receiv dent. Mrs. Pauline Saunders. Mrs.! rected the play "The Queen of the
Knox County Chapter. American the chance for civilization in Ettmeet Wednesday at 730 in the
Arthur
Rokes.
Mrs.
William
Brown.
|
flo
*ers
'
with
the
following
children
.
th.
nic,
nf
-™.
„
o i
vf
*n
cast: Daisy, Beverly GlenCross, answered tne plea ol, rope to come back again may deCongregational vestry. Mrs. Har ing surgical treatment at Knox Hos
Mrs. Dei.a Peasie>.^ Mrs. . Iargaret denning: Tu^p jOan Hunt; Iris, National Red Cross for immediate pend upon America U we are to be
old Karl. Mrs. David Beech ond pital.
Gregory. Mrs. Inez Hall, Mrs. Hattie Betty Libby: Rose. Natalie Post; help in providing sweaters and warm of service we wiU need to conserve
Mrs. Archie Bowley will be hostess.
__ . ,
..
_
. .
„
t. ..
Mrs. Phyllis Leach and onc ot her Bickmore, Mrs Eda Post, M,s. Au Black bird. Bruce Gamage; Fairy
Queen, Man' Libby; Bee, Elwyn garments for the Finnish people, both our economic and spiritual
Pledges will be collected at this
pupils Charlie Schofield had joint rin* VenncY, Edwina Jipson, Mrs. Hickman; Jonquil. Joan Rackliffe especially women and children. That strength.
meeting.
birthdays this week, ln consequence H-ien McKenney, Mrs. Murray. Mrs.
• • • •
1 need is even more drastic now and , We in our indignation at wrong
' Tr‘P I W«uld Like To Take
the Red
appeals to Knox and aggression must not be led into
An interes'.ins meeting of Junior cf which lhere were two nice bhtli- Margaret Adams, Blanche Sylves
J
Mrs. Edward'peasleei r'
{<*“*»*Y cltiicns to contribute to,blind hates aghinst,( whole nations.
Harmony Club was held Thursday da.v cakes illuminated by candle- ter. Mrs. Laurel Henderson, Mrs.
night, five new members being ad power. Easter favors were dis Edith Gregory. Mrs Cora Richards,
If I had my choice of a trip. I 1 the yarn fund, and do it at once The great masses cf Uie German doin. wa.s conspicuous by Its ab
would visit Philadelphia. Sume ol Yarn to the amount of $5C0 must be j people and the Russian people are sence."
$3595
mitted. After a business session an tributed, and the annlversarians
the most historic spots in America, bought and swiftly knitted into not responsible for thc wars now
enjoyable volunteer program, in received many gifts.
List
Bfrom
the
town
of
Rock

TENANT’S HARBOR
Manv program numbers were can
are found here. I would like to see 1
1
*
cluding instrumental and vocal se
.Independence HaU. where th= 1 «eaters'etc' The Courier-Oazette going on. Tlie vast majority of both celled because of the slorm. but port and vicinity.
Church Notes
Miss Priscilla Staples entered
lections and readings wa.s given by
"Palm Branch Bearers" will be Declaration of Independence was
act as a receiver for all con- these nations are gentle and decent tlie few given were delightful.
State of Maine Blueberry
Knox Hospital yesterday an appen ihe sermon subject at the Church Jgned on July 4. 1776 Tlie Liberty j trlbutions to this fund, and all gifts,
Ruth Emery, Shelby Olendenntng.
people who pray for peace as do Plano Moonllxht.
Growers, Inc....................... $200.00
Palmgren
XT
*" you and I. If we liave not been en
Mr-, Kathleen Ni ami an
Betty Holmes. Gloria Witham and dix operation being perfomed to on the Hill by Rev Newell J Smith ™
O.
I.ainr .............. ...........
100.00
Plano—Prelude.
Debussey
day.
Georgia Stevens. A short social
Sunday at 10 30. Tlie senior choir main hall.
lhcs€ columnsveloped in the poisonous air of hate,
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins
J. Hurme
15 00
solos -Spring Interlude. Ouleslan
will sing the anthem ’Hosanna to ' The Betsy Ross house is a place , Last Tuesday $101 had been re- and if wc are ready to help Europe Vocal
was held after Uie meeting.
15 00
M.
Hamalainrn
...................
The
Star.
I!
Mrs. L F. Chase, is supper chair
tha s ,n of Divid '• Gilbert Atiiri 1 would surely want to see. for in ceived. The necessity for more con- defeat famine and jjestiience, we
Miss Margaret Simmons
1500
H. Lunden .............................
man. at the Universalist circle next will sing "The Palms."
MrAverill,
aee.
Xe’the^'Atnertcan^ The (ttSTth? mXv
Sarah C. Linnell Hat Shop. Cop
might also exert a saving and con Plano duo- Jester.
Beecher H. Kontio ..............................
5.00
per Kettle, wishes to announce a Wednesday, others on the commit
Mrs Frances Mel/ion.
Biblc School Classes will be held first Continental Congress met in one an sc that thc moneJ is 11
structive voice at the peace table —
Receipts
from
West
RockMrs
Nathalie
Snow
tee
including.
Mrs.
U
L.
Jenkins.
new Une of Easter hats, a large
following the morning service Dur- Carpenters' Hall, her? also was held pd at 0Ilce- The yarn ls being oo Herbert Hoover in an address be
(This composition was entered one
port supper and dance.... 137 00
assortment for the conservative ma Mrs. Herbert Hall. Mrs. B J. Phil
In a concert contest, conducted by
ing the Sunday School hour the 1'he conventon which framed the tained at cost and more is needco fore the Overseas Press Club of yeir
the Maine Federation ol Music Club- i
tron as well a.s many of Uie new, brook. Mrs H H Brown. Mrs O E.
will ».<n
thnu. _h'Constitution of the United States. tblH coming week. Volunle r knit- America.
smali exciting types.—adv.
33-35 Davis. Mrs. E. C. ®oody. Mrs. E. C. nnUnr
$487 00
pastor will again meet those who > puuam Penn. who founded Phil-L
vorn
417 Main
• • • •
wish to acknowledge Christ as Sa- 1 adelphia ir\ 1681. lived in thc first ,£ secure the >apn
’
SOUTH THOMASTON
List
C
—
collected
by
Anselm
IxtmPayson. Mrs. Alfred Church, Mrs.
brick house, built in that city. In I’,lpet- upstairs. 2 to 4 o clock, on
Heroine tfraniicallyi: "Ls thcre
The "Beano Gang" met with Mrs pine n:
A 1940 successor to Community L. A. Post, Mrs. F. S. Collamore. vionr
A- 4 p. ni 19 persons shall have ,hp P«ture « havp *ppn- « lcok'’ :ikp | Tuesdays or Thursdays. Many come 1;O succor?"
Annie Dennis-or. recently and ob Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Staples
Fair is the big Carnival-Fair to bc
$1.60
Mrs. P R. Damon. Miss Margaret ,
.
.
my house in many ways, as my from iong distances to secure this
Voice from audience: "Sure; I served the birthday of Mrs. Eliza Joseph Anderson .................
held April 4-5 in Community Build
tne
oiJuianct
of
Baptism
a„mm-|
house
was
on
?
of
Uie
first
brick
,
,
that
lhe
v
may
do
their
bit
for
1000
Stahl, Miss Margaret • Robinson.
beth Mitchell with a shower of J B. Paulsen .....................
ing. AU local, every penny to buy
b-trred to them by Pustor Smith, at j houses ever built in Rockland. U,
• » •
,■
that paid two bits to’see this show "
3 00
Mrs. H. J. Weisman. Mrs. E. W. the First BapUst Church of Rock- ! very quaint and has many neck
cause. It is imperative that
• • • •
cards and handkerchiefs, and a Mrs. Einil Laine .................
Rockland's inhalator - resuscitator.
200
and corners. I wculd like to go ex- , contributions coinc in at once so
Peaslee
and
Mrs.
Henry
Clukey.
Scientists say lhat the human birthday cake. Present at the
Grand entertainment, grand fun, a
land. Tills service will be open to
Mr. and Mrs. Latva ............ 100 00
ploring in William Penn s old home J these volunteer knitters may be
brain Ls capable of iwilding 3,000,- meeting was th? newly married Mrs.
worthy objective.
31-33
Va^y Forge is only 23 miles SWphed witu vanl.
O H. Crie.............................
3 00
Edward, son of Mr and Mrs. the public and all are invited.
Dl’ 1 O/lzilrthin
I» iir<le linr,, thn, I
*
000,000 separate ideas. Tiiat might Warren Ulmer who wa.s aLso show
The happy hour of music and ' from Philadelphia
lt was here that |
C. E. Overlock
1.00
Carl Mosher, celebrated hls seventh
Send lunds or checks direct to
answer .some of Th? Black Cat's ered with gilts.
message service
which
meets Washington and 111 army put in
H.
E
Smith
500
EASTER GIFTS
birthday Monoay by entertaining
The
Courier-Gazette
office.
Checks
such a hard winter. The original
double thinking bouts.
Forget-me-not Chapter OE.S. will
The type that smart ladies admire several Mends. The prize lor the promptly at 7 eacli Sunday will give Washington
headquarters.
witli may be made payable to Knox
Oro Erickson
.........
10 00
• • • •
observe
Past Matrons and Past P.ia
hearty
and
helpful
song-service
works and soldiers huts, can still County Chapter. Red Cross or Red
and buy .
„
jlieanut hunt was won by Barbara
Matti Niemi . ...............
1.00
Nightgowns, the new spring (lowI
think
that
I
shall
never
see
trens night Monday. Harbor Light
of special musical jnumbers and be seen. I would like to take this Cross Yarn Fund.
Marcello
P
Ome
100
ered designs, for only
$2.00 Brackett and for pinning til? hat
side trip.
A billboard lovely as a tree;
Chapter of Rockport has been in
$3.00 on St. Patrick by Donald Fowler. congregational singing. Following
Mrs. Walter Long........
Suede and Calf Handbags,
.50
Philadelphia is now th? third larg
the song-service thcre will be an est city in the country and lias some world's largest theatre. It has a Perhaps, unless the billboard fail vited.
SARAH C. LINNELL
Refreshments werc served at a table
Arvo Laine .................
2.00
I
’
ll
never
see
a
tree
at
all.
At
the
close
of
tlie
Grange
meet

evangelistic message entitled "Wliat of the finest hoteL, and high reating capacity cf 6000,
Bat Shop, Copper Kettle
decorated with green favors and
W. 0. Bucklin .............
100
—Gardiner Garden Club
schools in America. It would be
33-35
ing Wednesday night a shower was;
Ls Salvation?"
Other famous buildings are the
place cards and three pretty birth
A Friend ......................
100
•
•
•
•
Interesting
to
visit
the
University
New
York-Cornell
Hospital,
tlie
given Mr and Mrs Warren Ulmer
Plans are being made for a
day cakes. Edward received many
J of Pennsylvania, where my father Yankee Stadium, Hotel Times, tlie
K
Nuppulo
.............
500
Prospective tenant: "I like this Tie young people werc recipients
"Great Church Fellowship Prayer went to school. I would plan to Waldorf-Astoria, the Metropolitan
nice gifts. His guests were Janet
Axel NeLson .................
400
meeting" to be held Wednesday at spend much of my time in the art Museum of Art, the Aquarium, tlie room, but the view from the win of a large arm chair and set of
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Weymouth. Andrew Weymouth, Jr.,
Hagellon
Mctaiughlin
.20
dishes, also numerous smaller gifts.
the regular prayer meeting hour of museums. I wouldn't want to miss Harden Planetarium and the Obe dow Ls quite monotonous."
Barbara Brackett, Lorraine JackAllison
Morris
.............
100
some
of
the
concerts
given
daily
at
lisk,
also
called
Cleopatras
Needle,
Landlord: "Well of course, this Luncheon was served and a bride's
7. Plans are to have every mem
A great new love dra
son, Lorraine Trundy, Loren Har
the Wanamaker Department Store! This is 3400 years old.
.25
is not a sightseeing bus.”
cake was presented wliich Mrs. Ul Mrs. Fly ......................
ber
of
the
church
fellowship
pres

ma < by 'the author, of
on
one
of
tlie
largest
organs
in
thc
;
Places
of
amusement
and
interest
vey Jr., Donald Fowles, Flora Lew’s,
•
•
•
•
mer
cut
and
.served.
ent
for
an
Easter
prayer
meeting,
at
world
1
are
Wall
Street,
Brooklyn
Bridge.
"THE CITADEL” *
Miriam Esther, and Arthur Mosher.
$152 45
Built for peace limes, Ihe Miss Dorothy Ripley, Mr- Bertha
Best of all wculd be my day spent Washington Squaie, Grand Central
which time various individuals will
Guests of Mrs. Mosher were Mrs,
recount the Easter baptismal service in tlie zoological gardens. This and Forty Second Street. Times Panama Canal spent its infancy Sleeper anti Randall Hopkins were
Minni? Hall, Mrs. Raymond Sprowl
is cne of the largest institutions of Square, called the great white way,
of liis or her personal experience. its kind and has a very large coi- park Avenue, the street of wealth in an atmosphere of war. Now g(vrn a birthday party Tuesday at travel prize. Refreshments were
and Winnie Larrabee
Tne service will b? followed by tbe lection of animals.
j and fashion. Sunken Oardens of that war is again rampant. Its the home of Mrs Fred Ripley. These served including a birthday cake for
• • • •
1 Flaza. Herald Square, Central Park strategic value is emphasized. But three whose birthdays occur with each. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sleeiier
observance of tlte Lord'.-: Supper.
Where I Would Like To Travel in and Coney Lsland. which
patron- Its real value will always be to the in a few days, always met for i party and Mrs. Randall Hopkins were-also
the United State*—New York City , ized by millions of people irom all peaceful commerce ot mankind.
when they were children, on the present.
Sunday and Monday
Coffee shiced from tlie Dominican ’by Dennis, son of Mr. and Mrs.' over the country.
■ • • •
Mrs. Bernice Sleeper who has
birthday of one of them. This
Elmer Traski
( Last but not least of these famous
The first white man to see
LOLA LANE.
J|ME$ CRAIG Republic in a recent month weighed
been 111. is improving.
I've always wanted to go to New places I would like to visit some
was
tlie
first
timc
for
several
years
1.873.000 (xiuilds.
Eduardo Ciannrlli, Sam. S. Hinds
York, because it is the largest city great cathedrals and churches, such American corn were two scouts that it ha.s been pcssibie for them
Tom Fadden. Clarence Muse
in the United States, and because j as. Saint Paul's Chapel, The Little sent by Columbus into the interior
there are so many wonderful thingi Cliurch Arcund the Corner, Cathc- of Cuba during the famous visit to celebrate thelr birthdays to
and a Cast of Thousands
to be s ecn there.
‘ dral of Saint John the Divine, and
gether, and was brought about this
in 1492
I think the greatest thing is tlie Saint Patrick's Cathedral.
year by tlie visit of MLss Dorothy
GR APHIC S
•
•
•
•
mothers relieve misery
Statue cf Liberty. It wa.s presented I I think the most interesting trip
Ripley of Montpelier, Vt.. to her |
of colds exferno/fy with
i to the United States by the pcopl" would be to go to tlie World's F»ir
More than 1000 fireflies have
of France, as a symbol of friend- ; of 1940. I hope some day, I can been liberated, iu Hawaii by Ihe heme here Tlie evening was spent
A. J. Crnnin’1
ship. The statue Ls 150 feet hisli [ at least sec half of the things I Tcrritcrial Board of Entomology to at cards. Ear! Hopkins received
_ •
THEA1RE.
T .
Stnsational
C
lel 25 M | and rises from a pedestal of 150' have mentioned here.
flrst prize, and Randall Hopkins,, the
combat the African snail, which lias
Good
' feet. Forty people can star.3 in the (
»--------------------head Tiie torch will hold twelve! A BAD (LANDS) EGG
become an increasingly serious men
liouideetping
TODAY
Serial—
<1
i,
,,
The worlds oldest known verte- ace to farmers. Tlie firefly preys
Scme other tilings I would like . .
.....
. , .
“HIGH SCHOOL”
to see are the skyscrapers, such a.s brate p«« stained the secret of its on Die eggs of the snail.
with JANE WITHERS
Favorable results have already
the Wliitehall Building, in which origin Thursday despite "candling"
Plus
Hundred of Jungle Man Eaters
some of tlie most exclusive clubs arc under X-ra.v equipment usually em been reported from thts 'illumi’Mutiny in the Big House’ found, the Standard Oil Building, ployed to detect flaws in military nating" experiment.
. . . Battling to thr Death in Na
RKO RADIO PTcfute—with
the United States Custcm House,
CHARLES BICKFORD
• • • •
ture's
Arena.
JULIEN MITCHELL-ROBERTCOOTE I
the New York Stock Exchange, this armament. Disclosing that a 225,BARTON MacLANE
In
Northern
China sails are
is
a
23
story
building,
and
City
Hall,
CC0,000-.vear-old
fossilized
egg,
BRENOAFORBES-PETER CUSHING !
Tonite—Cash Nite—S300
which has thc Mayor's office and found in thc badlands of Texas by often used to help propel wheel
Twn Drawings—Two Winners
A Corsage will complete your Easter Outfit
Tuesday and Wednesday
the Governor's room, which contains
barrows.
Every Saturday Night
the cliair in which George Wash a Harvard expedition, had been
••••
NOW PLAYING
Four
I
ralure
Attractions
Four
A
pot of Spring Blooms will bring the Easter
ELLEN DREW, ROBT, PAIGE
ington was inaugurated.
placed under X-ray at the WaterDid any one know this?
"MY LITTLE CHICKADEE''
Spirit
to your home and a happy Easter wish to the
in
Other
buildings
are
the
Federal
SUNDAY-MONDAY
town Arsenal in the hope oi finding
In 1855, Congress appropriated
Court House, the Woolworth Budd
with
"WOMEN WITHOUT NAMES”
*•
home
of a friend.
The brother Rats are back
ing. whicli stretches 60 stories. Tlie traces oi an embryo, Harvard Zoo $30,000 l'or importing camels into
MAE WEST. W. C. FIELDS
funnier lhan ever
world's tallest structure is the logist Alfred S. Roiner, said, in nn the United States, to be used in
Our Lilies this year are finer than ever and our
TODAY
“Brother Rat and a Baby” Chrysler Building, the New York interview.
the desert areas oi the southwest.
stock
of Plants and Cut Flowers has been selected
(Life Insurance Building, the Em
WAYNE MORRIS
Others were brought in from, time
BOB BAKER in
pire State (Building whicli towers
and grown with the desire to please you.
PRISCILLA LANE
Dr. H. M. Jennison. University of to tune, but the enterprise finally
above the clouds.
“WEST OE’ CARSON CITY”
Special Added Attraction
The RCA Budding lias the larg Tennessee botanist, says the Oreat Hopped, ijxid the animals were
HIE MARCH OF TIME
est radio studios in the world. There ISmoky Mountains National park turned, loose to roam as they pleased.
Phone
featuring
are 27 studios and the building isihas nearly twice as many different
DW« Mat. 2.(10, Evg. «.30. a.3#
.771 MAIN STREET
KOCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 31|-W
“The Republic Of Finland"
nuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.10
70 stories tall.
j kinds of trees ns are found in all Probably they were used in Cir
32-36
iinday. Matinee 1 o'clock
cuses.
Radio City Music Hail is the Europe.

Sixth Grade Essays

Immediate Aid

Gave To The Cause

C
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EASTER TIME IS BLOSSOM TIME!
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SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

Every-Other-Day
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new Pomonas and three reorganized.
returned to Gorham Normal School |
_
Moreover, many other new fields
with Miss Katherine Campbell, a
That the next annual session ol ,are llnder cultivation, with the like
classmate.
District Grand Lodge,
Town meeting was held at' t„he N»tlo?'“1?’ul b' *Ield ‘n lihood that the quarter ending
_
..j
. . New York State has been definitely March 31 will show an even greater
B’Nai B’rith To Have
Phippsburg Center Monday with dpcldpd, wRh pRhpr Syracuse or number of new and reorganized
usual procedure Only one new of- Rochester expected to be the con- units.
Big Convention There
ficer was elected.
j vention city and chances favoring
Grange hall projects are freAn early Sunday morning fire at ^le former. This will be the 74th
The 88th annual convention of
annual meeting of this great farm quently carried through successPhippsburg Center destroyed the organization and will bring together fully because of volunteer labor District GrandLodge No. 1 of B nal
brick garage on the Avery estate, thousands of people. The last Na- given by members toward the con- 1 B'rlth will take place in Boston,
also a car in the garage, owned by ! tional Grange session to be held in struction of the building. The same
I New York was in 1930 at Rochester also applies to repairs when needed May 10-13.
the winter tenant.
Hotel Statler will be the gather
Our hens have taken to laying with a previous meeting at Syracuse and a recent illustration of this
in earnest these days. Eight eggs , in 1918 The Rochester session con- sort is reported from Hemlock ing place and focal point for thou
I ferred the Seventh Degree on 11.125 Grange, lorated ln the town of
frcm ten hens is net so bad
candidates, and Patrons of the Em- Portland. Connecticut. Complete sands of delegates and guests com
Letters
seem
to
be
picking
up
a
pRe state will make a vigorous ef- renovation of the hall property has ing from all parts of the District.
THEY NEVER HAVE FAILED VS
1 Dedicated to Guardians ot our Coast I bit in Guardians column lately. We fort tc duplicate that amazing clas* been wrought without a single
An unusually large delegation
Hark back with me to the Woodbury’s hope they continue. Would like to of Initiates at the coming session, penny of expenditure for thi labor from this city Is expected to par
day.
see one whole page from the keep- whose dates will be Novemebr 13-21 part of the Job. All the latter was
Yesterday s guardian of Penobscot Bay
__ ,,
u „„
. thp
given by the members and they not ticipate In the Convention proceed
In a drama of sea she played her role ers. Seems it might be an easy task.
flrgt quartpr Qf
only achieved splendid results but ings.
To Maine* lonely outposts on winter
(Grange fiscal year, ending Dec. 31. had lots of fun while doing it. On
patrol.
The Convention deliberations will
Is'and Thoroughfare
showed 42 new subordinate Granges a single occasion 36 members of include reports and discussions on
Her hull sheathed tn lce from the
wlntery blast
After hibernating all winter we and 19 reorganizations; 22 new Ju Hemlock Grange were hard at work
Her smoke mixed with vapor encircles
have finally crawled out and will veniles and four reorganized; four on the job and their activities in- the v,r,ous proJects and
her mast;
Oroplng her way from her wind shel
eluded carpentry, painting, masonry of the extensive B’nai B rith pro
try to add a few lines to the "Guar
tered dock.
gram carried on by over 135.000
plumbing and electrical work.
Wednesday.
She's on an errand of mercy to Mattnl- dians of cur Coast."
cus Rock
members or the B nal B'rlth Lodves
I
have
seen
several
live
caterpil

We are busy with spring cleaning
Or perhaps she Is racing lu an effort
A Congressional joint committee' and Auxiliaries throughout the
lars In the past few weeks. Must
and painting.
to win
[headed by Senator John H. Bank- United States. The extent of its
To a call of a ship ln distress off
On
a
recent
trip
to
Rockland
I
1
sign
spring
is
“
Just
around
the
head of Alabama ls making a study
Seguin
work on anti-defamation and de
Her crew faced the cold and wlntery had the pleasure of meeting Keeper corner."
of the forestry resources of ihe
sleet
Keeper Wells, we hope you will United States, with a view to the fense. youth training, so ial service.
And they never turned back till thelr Hamor of Owls Head Light, also
Job was complete
eeper Kilton of Goose Rocks Light. have better luck the coming sum- formulation of policies Intended to Americanism, vocational guidance
The above steamer Menemon Sanford was copied by Ernest Plackinton from an ancient painting in oils To our desolate outposts this work still
promote the wise use and conser/a- hospitalization, old-age anc’ orphar
The Sunbeam stopped last Sat- I nter on making tliat visit,
goes on
which hangs in the office of Attorney Frank
Ingraham. The abnormally heavy plume of smoke conceals
tion of these resources. It is inter homes, and assistance to refugees
*
*
*
*
Upholding traditions though the Wood urday at the station while Rev. Neil j
esting to note that out of a total
a weather stain on the canvas.
bury has gone
arriving in this country will be pre
THE captain's wife
of 615.000.000 acres of timber land.
Let's salute the present day coastguard Bousfield. E. V. Mitchell and Miss
NO 38
- Island, off Cape Ann. and remained I sons, light keeper, and hls family.
crew
Ruth Lepper made us a short visit
IP°r The ^“rter-Gazette ,
185.000.000 acres are classified as sented ln a series of symposiums
It is a genuine privilege to pre- there at the last accounts,all er- for the cheerful kindness and hos- That are mustered on the quarterdeck
farm
woodlots. Surveys that have and forums. Nationally eminent
of the "Kickapoo '
which was much enjoyed.
.
_ , .
. pitality which many of the passenShe'll be watching for a ull far out been made Indicate that 75.000.000 speakers will grace the platlvim and
Capt Walter Edgar Scott
Lepper
made
a
fine
pen
and
ink
sent to the readers of The Courier- forts to get her off having proved
hgnds...
Deer Isle
„
•*»
_
acres of these farm woodlots need ,these outstanding dignitaries will
sketch
Tlie
- uof the
u station.
.
_ maga- I
bUioi.eeps P*“ W“h *lorm'n, I rehabilitation If timber production nrPM>n. adrirpws
vt„. tlonln
Oizctte an article frcm the pen of unsuccessful
The disaster
at- in the fall of that year the "Menzines they brought are much appre- Brinm her swift from troubled pillow- is to be increased to a reasonable I
Elwin M Eldredge of Kingston. N tributed. bypassengers with whom emon Sanford" returned to service
'Vhcn jhe nlght yleida little hope of ievei About 3.000.000 farmers get !I eance to lhe B n,t B r,th movement.
Y. cne of Uie nation's foremost we have conversed, to criminal mis- and continued along serenely until
Mr and Mrs W. C. Dow of Port elated.
rest at ses.
! some sort of supplemental income, Convention headquarters have
The Tender Tlex brought H. L.
authorities on steamboat history conduct. A passenger writes to us, disaster again overtook her on July land and (Arthur Harlow of South
Distant thunder runxblex
been established at 333 Washinghere
”
last
'
^
)ur
8
in
lieutenant,
junior
grade,
Lightning flashes brightly through the^rom thelr woodlots.
Mr. Eldredge writes today of the also complalnuig of the conduct cf 31
when she ran ashore dur- Portland were guests
I ton sstreet, room 348. Boston.
Coast
Guard,
to
inspect
the
station
. Wlndnw’ mf«ing easterly.
Menemon Sanford, best known of the offlcers after the accident hap- ing a thick fog on Dry Salvages Saturday evening.
and ber
The outgo of the Federal govern-I
weary
Mrs F O Hilt. Mrs 8 G. Rob
the ships of the Sanford Independ pened. Here we were.' he says, on :e-dge near Cape Ann. She was
Heart consuming all the fears pent up ment
',’resent Ure *S at ll?e DIVORCE MARKET DULL
in booming*
ent Line and named for the fa the Island. In great confusion and eventually gotten off and returned inson and Mrs. R T. Sterling
rate of $1,000 for every four seconds.
That come crashing from earth's end 1
State division
o'er the lee
Income Ls at the rate of $1 000 every |I Maine divorces the
me oiaie uiusiou
called last Saturday on Miss N. L.
mous steamboat magnate of the 1 perplexity Thc officers ought t > On the route.
And
then
one
flerce
triumphant
plaint
second*.
Every
child
born
In
°
f
Vltal
Statistics
said
have "deKinney
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Clyde
have
said,
'Gentlemen,
we
cannot
oti
November
18.
1862
she
was
1840s Capt. Menemon Sanford.
Quells the tempests frenzied revelry,
the United States is automatically! creased steadily" the past two years.
proceed with you on your Journey. taken over by the United States Orant at the Cape.
"Menemon Sanford"
uXn’u^^of<‘uSaU^,»d’K1,iLi Presented With a mortgage ol $33.1 dropping from 1352 in 1937 to 1.449
Mr and Mrs R T Sterling Jr.,
Tlie "Menemon Sanlord" was a but while you remain here you Quartermasters Dept. lor carrying
aa
which is Its share of the national ,ast vear
information nhtaineri
wooden paddle steamer built by shall bc welcome to vour meat' troops to New Orleans at $950 pe: recent guest of the Sterlings, re
The morn was faintly visioned through debt.
| 1 >ear'
obtained
The
dim.
dark
deep*
she
listened
|
from
court
records,
revealed that
John Englis at Greenpoint. New Instead of this, however, we were day
turned Sunday to thelr home ln
For a voice familiar, calling from the
.
...
....
1,»-,<>
sea.
Approximately one-third of our ln *338 there were 46 fewer divorces
York in 1854 She was 244 feet made to pay for our meals. Besides.
The Menemcn Sanford" was in Portland.
present
army
of
unemployed,
or
than
in
1937
with
1939
showing a
F O Hilt, W R. Hilt and Arthur
i Ahoy: my pretty starling.
ln length on deck. 34 feet breadth the clerk refused to resore our pas- that service less than a month for
Wi are -afe and at your calling
about four million, are youths less drop of 57 from the number granted
of beam and 11 feet 8 inches depth sage money to us In happy con- on December 10. 1862 while under Harlow attended St Oeorge town
' My ship' quoth the captain. "Is no than 25 years of age
fond conceit":
____________
I in 1938. Last year, the largest numof hold. She was fltted with a ver- trast to such selfishness was the the command of a treacherous pilot meeting at Tenant's Harbor Monday
She ride, the storm s full measure
tide beam engine constructed by] conduct of John Parsons, of Rock and With 800 troops aboard she was They were accompanied by Mrs.
The swelling of my heart for her
The Book of Isaiah conu.ns more bcr of
300. was recorded
no whimsy pleasure
Guion Boardman and Company port, who waited in his sailboat run aground on Carysfort reef. Flor S. O. Robinson who is guest of her The Morning AfterTaking i Is
material than '.hat dealing directly i *n Cumberland county. Tlie smallI find within her beams and hull
the firm name of which was “Nep- four hours, to render the passen- ida Capes This accident took place sister. Mrs. Florence Shuman in Carter's Little Liver Pills | Staunch character to treasure
with the prophet himself. A series est number. 23. was in Lincoln
k s r.
tune Iron Works”. Her engine had gers assistance, if they needed it; In perfectly clear and calm Waldoboro.
of editors of later date added to it. .County.
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Grant,
a cylinder of 50 inches and a and on taking some of us back weather. Although no lives were
stroke of 12 foot Oross tonnage four miles to Rockport, refused to lost the "Menemon Sanford" had daughter Patricia and Earlene and
of the vessel being 974 Although take anything of us. saying that to be given up as a total wreck. Miss N H Kinney of Cape Eliza
she had but 24 staterooms. 249 pas he was happy to be able to help The Government salvaged the beth called Monday on Mrs. F. O
men in trouble.'
J stores, materials and most of the Hilt.
sengers could be accommodated
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mis.
Tlie "Menemon Sanford" was
"The following card of the pas- machinery and they were sold in
built for Sanford's Independent sengers has been handed to us for January 1863 for $12,000
The Hilt attended the fashion display
Line, for service between New York publication Th? undersigned, pas- wrecked hull was sold as she lay at a Portland department store
Tuesday afternoon
and Philadelphia and ran with sengers on board of the Steam-r on the reef for $620
Mr. and Mrs. J A. Thomas and
the "Delaware" a new steamer, and M Sanford.' on the night of July j The vertical beam engine was
the "Kennebec" that was built in i 4th. submit to the public the fol- later sent to New York where lt was son Deane of Lynn Mass., were
1845 While cn that route she wa* lowing statement of facts coo- rebuilt and put in the Leary Line wemight guests Mcnday at the
under the command of Captain nected with the wreck of that learner "Oecrge Leary" of Balti- Hilt home.
• • • •
Charles B Sanford.
' steamer; The boat left Boston on
jn ig64
White
Head
After a short time on the Phila- the night of July 4th. about 12
Elwin M. Eldredge
Walter Stafford Is at Saddleback
. . . .
delphia service she was taken j o'clock. The night was clear, and i
"down east" to run between Bos-1' the sea remarkably smooth At 20 The second ship presented today Light Station for relief duty while
tpn and Maine coast ports where minutes past 2 o'clock, the boat ia notable chiefly for the fact that Keeper Wells is absent from the
she was considered the fastest struck on Thatcher's Island, oppo- she was the first command of our station on account of illness.
F W Alley is Ul at his home in
steamer of the time. Tlie 'Mene site the southern light, and about own Capt Alfred E Rawley. It is
mon Sanford" was used mainly on four rods from it, and about one S.S Benefactor which ran as a lockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard O'Brien
the Boston and Bangor route. The fourth of a mile south of the north- : regular freighter on the Bostonaccount of her most unusual acci- jj ern light. The lights were shining Bangor line in 1907 Comparative- ire passing a 10 days leave In
dent when quite a new vessel is bnghtly. and owing to the remark- ly few people, will remember this Lubec.
Mr and Mrs. Weston Gamage
best told by my friend, the late able clearness of the atmosphere, ship due to the inconspicuous
Jr.,
visited relatives tn Newagen
Francis B C. Bradlee of Marble- the Island itself could be seen at a though highly important part she
head in his book "Steam Navlga- distance of three miles The ques- played, but in those days as today ind West brock recently.
Leavitt Coffin called recently at
tion in New England ' and I quot" tion then comes, what was the the freight paid a big percentage
he Coast Guard Station.
as follows ... "A little later this ] cause of this disaster? Why was of the operating bills,
• • • •
steamer did what very few vessels, this boat turned from its course
S3 Benefactor, operating here
Squirrel Point
have been able to do and live to and run right in the face of two under charter from the Clyde Line,
We fina that March has arrived,
tell the tale; she ran ashore on lights against the very base of the was an old timer In her own right.
Thatcher's Island, off Cape Ann rock upon which they are built? an iron hulled freighter built ir landing cut the same sort of weath
early on the morning of July 5.' We believe the cause to have been 1870 at Chester. Pa She was of er as the preceding month and
1856. but owing to the summer the grossest carelessness. It need- 843 gross tons, 173 feet long, 36 feet ire wondering if Old Sol is on va
weather then prevailing, it was ed neither great sagacity nor ex- j beam and 18 4 feet deep An inter- cation If so. wish he would cut
found passible to get her off. but perlence to guide the boat safely esting angle on this ship lies in the it short and favor us once more
Above is tbe Buick Special
not until some 20 feet of her stem round Thatcher's Island; only an fact that she was built ln TO. the with his presence.
MLss
Juanita
£pent
a
recent
from the fore foot had been open eye and a steady hand. Nor same year Capt. Rawley was born
4-door touring sedan
rhepped away to release her from I
believe thts criminal neglect Though not comparing too favor weekend at home. She was accom
her dangerous situation. The cause of duty ls to be charged upon the ably with the crack passenger lin panied hy Miss Lois l.ary of South
of the accident Is thought to have ! helmsman alone, nor upon him and ers later commanded by Capt Raw- Acton and Miss Betty Leach of
OU never yet saw a band come
Maybe sometime you’ll get the fivethis Buick you take over a
been the fact that some of the the second pilot, but also upon the I ley, the old Benefactor still holds Bluehlll, her classmates.
car others will hc trying to
down the street without some
foot front seat room and Foamtex
A
rather
unusual
sight
was
ob*
boat's officers had celebrated thc first pilot, who was acting as cap-1
warm spot in hls heart which
equal for years to come.
one out in front setting thc tempo,
cushions of thc Super—maybe you'll
Fourth of July
wisely but too i tain at thc time, for trusting the, all masters of sail or steam always served recently In the form of a
well." An interesting account of; boat to the care of such men. Nor] have for their first command
arge ice floe drifting down river
while someone hack in the crowd
get direction signals with automatic
So drop in on your Buick dealer.
iccupied by four large eagles, close
this mishap Ls reproduced from can we exculpate Capuin Sanford, j
• . • .
obediently thumped in time.
cut-off as standard equipment—but
Drop in to talk facts and figures, or
the "Salem Gazette" of July 8. 1856 the owner of the boat, for recklessly | What not many Rockland citizens enough to have made a good picyou can get those things and a lot
"The steamer 'Menemon Sanford,' exposing so many lives by putting j know is that their chief executiv •ure but before Mrs 3eavey could
drop in to see what next year’s cars
So you’ll get what wc mean when
besides on Buick this year.
which left Boston, 12 o'clock, last, the boat in the hands of such in- may properly Join the prospective jet the camera in action they were
will try to look like.
Friday nighi, on her regular trip competent men. We take this op "Steamboat Association". Mayor startled and ‘oared away.
we ask, right out, why drive a car
Maybe someday you'll get a car as
Misses Myrtle and Patricia visit
to Bangor, ran ashore at about portunity, also, of expressing pub- Veazie ran as assistant purser or
But drop in! Soon!
that’s along just for thc inarch—when
ed us Ivst weekend.
half pa'.t two o'clock, on Thatcher's 'licly our thanks to James C. Par- S.S. Juliette.
J. M R
long as Buick for thc money, or with
you
can
pilot
a
Buick
and
show
thc
Keeper and Mrs. Seavey spen; a
a frame as heavy without paying
others the way?
day at Cape Newagen recently,
more; maybe sometime
where tliey met Keeper and Mrs.
there'll be another eight as
Quinn, also Keeper and Mrs. Davis
Maybe someday the others will have
of The Cuckolds for a brief chat.
big
and roomy and powerful
engines like velvet because they’re
Wc hope Keeper Powers has re
that's
priced like a six.
elec tricallybalanceda/frr assembly;
covered
from illness.
Keeper
Seavey went down for some clams
but Buick has them now.
But why take a chancc on
and'was sorry to find him away
those
maybes when this
on sick leave. We are enjoying
Maybe tomorrow they will have
honey’s here, ready for you
the clams Immensely.
coil springs all around that never
Our family were all home for
to take over right now?
need greasing—but Buick has them
Sunday dinner including Mrs.
Seavey's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
today.
Fact is, when you step into
James F. Norton of Cape Newa
gen.
Miss Juanita spent her 19th birth
day as guest of her grandparents
at Cape Newagen after which she
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GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and
coastguardsmen are doing to
protect coastwise shipping by
day and by night. The day's
news from many lonely out
posts along Maine's waterfront.
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Past and Present Day

Steamer Pictures
Nend Post Card to
R. L. GRAHAM

108 FARRAGUT ROAD
SWAMPSCOTT. MASS.
Naming Boats Desired
This is thc old Clyde liner Benefactor. Thc picture was taken in 1907 at the dock in East Boston shortly after
Capt, Rawley took command.
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